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Introduction
The appearance in the last decade of a new generation of p-u sound intensity
probes, allowing the direct measurement of the air particle velocity using
MEMS-designed anemometric sensors, represented a great chance to advance
a domain of acoustics not entirely studied yet.
This domain is usually termed "sound intensimetry" and is concerned
with the measurement and analysis of sound intensity ﬁelds, the acoustic
power of sound sources and sound energy absorption phenomena. Such a
wide area of knowledge can be anyway better systematized under the term
Acoustic Energetics, including the study of sound energy generation, propa-
gation and absorption as well as the study of the structure of the energy ﬁeld
of sound.
It is then clear that the development of new acoustic sensors able to
capture both the pressure and velocity signals is of fundamental importance
for Acoustic Energetics: in fact, mathematical objects studied by acoustic
energetics are all those quadratic (i.e. non-linear) combinations of pressure p
and the three components of air particle velocity ui, solutions of d'Alembert
wave equation, which form together what it can be called sound event. This
term is borrowed from special relativity, and any sound event is identiﬁed
by a four-vector
(
pc−1, ρ0ux, ρ0uy, ρ0uz
)
, where c is speed of sound and ρ0
is the unperturbed medium density.
Possible applications of Sound Energetics are manifold: from traditional
ones, as the measurement of acoustic power emitted by any source [1, 2], to
the monitoring of sound ﬁelds generated by musical instruments [3, 4]. But
also more advanced applications, as for instance the development of active
control algorithms [5] or multi-channel audio recording and reproduction
processes [6] can beneﬁt from the design and production of new acoustic
sensors .
At present, most of intensimetric data are collected using standard in-
tensimetric probes, which are formed by a couple of phase-matched pressure
microphones (p-p probes). Such probes, quite expensive because the micro-
phones have to be accurately selected and coupled according to their phase
responses during the production phase, have some drawbacks. These are
mainly due to the ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation algorithm, inevitably used
for the indirect measurement of the air particle velocity data from pressure
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gradient. This is not the case for p-u probe recently developed by Microﬂown
Technologies®, which by performing a direct measure of particle velocity si-
gnals can be properly used for innovative applications of Sound Energetics
as the one that will be presented in chapter 4 of this work. This new kind of
probes, based on the anemometric transduction principle of double heated
wires, are however still far from being a reference instrument in sound in-
tensimetry. In particular, calibration is nowadays still an open issue, even if
some studies are already presented in literature [7, 8]. Therefore the author's
main research activity has been just focused on a new approach of calibra-
tion of p-u probes using a progressive plane wave ﬁeld as reference ﬁeld for
calibration.
This work is organized in 4 chapters, whose main topics are here below
summarized.
1. In ﬁrst chapter acoustical motion equation are obtained from the more
general ﬂuid dynamical ones using mass, momentum, energy conserva-
tion laws and small perturbation approximation. Then, after a brief
introduction of relativistic four-dimensional formalism transposed from
special relativity, main laws of linear acoustics are rewritten in this
terms, showing that this point of view ﬁts perfectly and allows an
elegant and very eﬀective description of the topic: conservation laws
come out from diﬀerential properties of 4-dimensional vectors and ten-
sors, and quantities such as radiation pressure are naturally deﬁned.
Finally, energetic average properties of general sound ﬁelds for sta-
tionary events are studied in an innovative way, which leads to the
deﬁnition of new quantities of sound conductance and susceptance.
2. Second chapter is intended a collection and a bit of explanation of all
those signal processing instruments which will be needed in further
experimental analysis: moreover, the primary aim is to show that such
algorithms are not just useful tools but have a precise physical meaning.
It is then illustrated how this demonstration allows a reformulation of
quantities deﬁned in previous chapter in frequency domain, thanks to
correlation functions.
3. Third chapter represents the core of both this work and of the research
activity of PhD itself: the development of a new method for p-u probe
calibration. After a brief but necessary introduction of instrumentation
for the study of Sound Energetics, particular attention is payed to
anemometric p-u probes: its features and working principles, as well
as a describing model, are reported, as well as an overview of possible
approaches to its calibration. Then main part is dedicated to a formal
theorisation of the calibration process, followed by the speciﬁc case of
progressive plane wave ﬁeld. Experimental apparatus is described in
detail, then calibration results for a test axial p-u probe are reported
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and discussed, accordingly to producing company working model of
the probe itself. Finally necessary considerations about uncertainties
of the method here introduced are given.
4. Fourth and last chapter illustrates some experimental applications of
Sound Energetics using the calibrated p-u probe. As a benchmark for
this instrument, a classical measurement of sound power emitted from a
source was chosen: both a p-p and a p-u probe are used, so that a direct
comparison is possible. Results for both instruments are reported and
their consistency is discussed. An original application is then given,
the calculus of sound conductance and susceptance deﬁned in chapter
1: such measurements were ﬁrst carried out both in a very controlled
environment and in a more realistic case. Firstly, a one-dimensional
wave guide which simulated diﬀerent environments changing absorp-
tion properties at one end was considered, whose average properties
were studied both in time and along trajectory of propagating energy.
Then, focusing on sound conductance, the original case of human ear
canal was considered: frequency dependent functions are studied and
compared with literature and a substantial agreement was found.
3
Chapter 1
Linear acoustics and Sound
Energetics
1.1 Derivation of wave equation from ﬂuid dynam-
ics
1.1.1 Fluid motion equation
Acoustics can be deﬁned as that particular branch of ﬂuid dynamics which
studies small perturbations of physical quantities describing the status of
a certain medium over time. Its equations, as it is well known, are the
consequence of fundamental conservation laws of mass, momentum, energy
and thermodynamical properties of the medium itself.
Fluid dynamical phenomena, in particular acoustical ones, have a macro-
scopic nature: the ﬂuid can therefore be treated as a continuum and de-
scribed by scalar physical quantities as density ρ(x, t) instead of mass of air
molecules and pressure p(x, t) instead of single forces. Together with the
vector quantity ﬂuid velocity u(x, t), these ﬁelds represent the unknowns to
be solved in the physical problem, in order to fully describe a physical event.
Equations derived from conservation laws allow to do so.
Mass conservation law
Conservation of mass simply states that in a ﬂuid mass cannot vanish or be
created if no mass source is present. In other words, if mass changes in
a given volume V0, mass ﬂux crossing the surface S0 enclosing the volume
must be non-zero: the rate of increase/decrease of the mass in that volume
is equal to the net ﬂux over the surface
d
dt
(ˆ
V0
ρdV
)
=
ˆ
∂V0
ρu · nˆdS
where nˆ is the vector locally normal to the surface.
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Table 1.1: Thermodynamical parameters of dry air in normal conditions.
ρ0 kg/m3 p0 Pa u0 m/s T K η kg/mol γ
Air 1.2928 101325 485 273.15 0.0290 1.4018
This relation, known as the integral form of mass conservation, can be
expressed locally thanks to Gauss theorem (diﬀerential form of the same
equation):
∂ρ
∂t
= −∇ · (ρu) (1.1.1)
Momentum conservation law
This equation, also known as Navier-Stokes relation, connects momentum
variation to pressure p, viscosity (internal friction) and the net external force
F per unit volume applied to the ﬂuid (body force). Acoustics is interested
in particular in the study of Newtonian ﬂuids, whose internal friction can be
expressed in terms of shear viscosity coeﬃcient, constant over the direction
of motion.
Momentum conservation equation for Newtonian, incompressible ﬂuids
such the ones studied in acoustics, can be written then as:
ρ
Du
Dt
= −∇p+ η
(
∇2u+ 1
3
∇(∇ · u)
)
+ F (1.1.2)
where
D(·)
Dt
=
∂
∂t
+ u · ∇(·) (1.1.3)
is the total or Lagrangian derivative with respect to time.
In case the viscous friction is negligible and no net force per unit volume
is applied, i.e. η = 0, F = 0, relation (1.1.2) is called Euler's equation, from
the mathematician who ﬁrst obtained it in 1755.
ρ
∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u+∇p = 0 (1.1.4)
Apart from sound absorption due to internal friction at high frequencies,
in acoustics usually the viscous term can be neglected because the coeﬃcient
is quite small: in table 1.1 values of the main thermodynamical quantities
for dry air at normal conditions (T = 0 °C and p = 1 atm) are reported.
Energy conservation law and entropy continuity equation
When energy dissipation for internal friction and heat transfer between its
diﬀerent parts are negligible eﬀects in a ﬂuid, then it is called ideal. In
this case, equations of motion are Euler's ones and the thermodynamical
transformations which every particle of the ﬂuid undergoes are adiabatic by
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deﬁnition, because ﬂuid particles may be considered as thermally isolated
one from another. Under these conditions, entropy is conserved.
In acoustics the oscillatory motions of the medium particles usually re-
spect such constrains: their speciﬁc entropy, deﬁned as s = S/N where S is
the whole system entropy and N is the number of particles, is then conserved
during the motion. In other words, its total derivative deﬁned in equation
(1.1.3) must be null:
Ds
Dt
= 0 (1.1.5)
If during the motion the entropy does not change, pressure p and volume
of the particle V are related by the very well known relation pV γ = constant
or, in terms of pressure and density, which is inversely proportional to the
volume,
p = constant× ργ
where γ is the adiabatic index, the ratio between the heat capacities. In
case of dry air its value is γ = 1.403, as reported in table 1.1.
1.1.2 Linear acoustics: wave equation
Acoustic condition
The intensity of a sound or acoustic event is generally described by the mean
value of pressure perturbation over time pRMS =
√〈p2〉, where RMS stands
for Root Mean Square ans the symbol 〈·〉 indicates the time average. The
value of these perturbations have variations of several orders of magnitude
between what people perceive as a faint sound and a deafening one: added
to the fact that the human hearing perception is sensitive to ratios, both in
pitch and intensity, it is somehow natural to describe logarithmically such
quantities. Sound pressure level SPL, or sound level Lp, is thus deﬁned in
decibel scale as:
Lp = 10× log
(
p2RMS
p20
)
= 20 log
(
pRMS
p0
)
dB (1.1.6)
where p0 represents a reference given by the limit of sound level detectable
by human hear, set at 20µPa (RMS) at a frequency of 1000 Hz. An ideal
excitation whose pressure were of magnitude of the same order of atmospheric
one (patm ≈ 105 Pa) would lead to a level about equal to 194 dB, although
such a sound would hardly be studied within linear acoustics! Typically
a sound level pressure of 120 dB is considered painful and is able to cause
damage to hearing apparatus. Such a level corresponds to a pRMS equal to
p120 = p0 · 10
(
Lp
20
)
= 20 Pa (1.1.7)
about four order of magnitude smaller than atmospheric (static) pressure.
What turns out then is that even strong and painful sounds or noises are
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just small perturbation of pressure around its equilibrium value patm. This
consideration is the basis of linear acoustics.
An upper bound of this domain can be set for a pressure corresponding
to a level of about 160 dB SPL, since p160/patm ' 0.02, a ratio which starts to
be too big to be treated pertubatively. In fact, in Euler's equation (1.1.4)
the non linear term u · ∇u is not so small to be neglected, making the linear
approximation not good to describe this situation.
Linear acoustics is considered as the study of wave phenomena whose
pressure amplitudes are then included between p0 = 2 · 10−5 Pa and p160 =
2 ·103 Pa in air, corresponding to a RMS value of acoustic particle vibration
velocity of v0 = 4.8 · 10−8 m/s and v160 = 4.8 m/s1.
These subjective consideration are very important because are a way to
deﬁne the acoustic range where the d'Alembert wave equation is obtainable,
as the following section will explain.
Wave equation
The starting point of the linearization process are, of course, the laws of
conservation for air particle deﬁned above (Eqs. (1.1.1), (1.1.4) and (1.1.5)).
The solutions of these equation completely identify the motion of a ﬂuid
particle along its trajectory (Lagrangian interpretation). Alternatively, the
same solutions can be seen as scalar and vector ﬁelds, characterizing this way
the behaviour of the whole ﬂuid at given spatial points x and time instants
t (Eulerian interpretation).
Within the range [0, 160] dB deﬁned in the previous subsection, the os-
cillatory variation of physical quantities around their equilibrium value can
be considered small: this is true for velocity in particular, which means that
second-order term (i.e. non linear ones) of Euler's equation (u · ∇)u can be
neglected.
The same method can be used for other ﬁelds: in general, it is always
possible to write pressure p and density ρ as the sum of equilibrium value
(p0, ρ0), given in table 1.1, and perturbations (p
′, ρ′):
p = p0 + p
′
ρ = ρ0 + ρ
′
Perturbation theory can be applied when the following conditions are
1Similarly to what was done for pressure, it is possible to express velocity in dB units
with respect to a reference value, naturally deﬁned by v0 = 5 · 10−8 m/s. This way the
Acoustic Velocity Level (AVL) is given by
AV L = 20 log
(
vRMS
v0
)
dB
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true:
p′  p0
ρ′  ρ0
u u0
where, since equilibrium value for velocity is 0, last condition is given in term
of mean thermal agitation velocity |u0| =
√
3kT
µ ' 15.9 ms−1 .
Keeping only ﬁrst-order terms, laws of conservation can be rewritten as
∂ρ′
∂t − ρ0∇ · (u) = 0
ρ0
∂u
∂t +∇p′ = 0
p′ = ρ′
(
∂p
∂ρ
)
s
(1.1.8)
With proper substitutions it is possible to decouple the equations into
second order partial hyperbolic diﬀerential equations for each ﬁeld, each of
the same form: wave equations.
Third equation of system (1.1.8) simply states that p and ρ are linearly
related. Proportionality factor is constant in ﬁrst-order approximation and
is the square of the speed at which a sound wave travels in the medium:
speed of sound is then given by equilibrium values:
c =
√(
∂p
∂ρ
)
s
=
√
γ
p0
ρ0
thus it depends on the gas composition (γ), static pressure (p0) and unper-
turbed density (ρ0). Using this relation one obtains two other equations, for
pressure and velocity, formally identical2
1
c2
∂2u
∂t2
−∆u = 0
1
c2
∂2p′
∂t2
−∆p′ = 0
p′ = ρ′c2
(1.1.9)
The physical meaning of such equations is that all the perturbations of the
given ﬁelds propagate as concatenated waves travelling at the same speed,
equal to c.
A step further can ﬁnally be done if the velocity ﬁeld is separated in the
sum of one irrotational and one solenoidal ﬁeld, an operation mathematically
always possible:
u = uirr + usol; ∇ · usol = 0; ∇∧ uirr = 0
Just uirr can be solution of the wave equation, which means that usol must
be a constant; moreover, it can be demonstrated that usol ≡ 0 if it has to be
limited ∀t.
2The operator
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
−∆
)
is usually synthesized by d'Alembertian symbol c
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The main consequence of this constraint of the velocity ﬁeld is that only
longitudinal acoustic waves are allowed to be excited in gases: as a direct
consequence, u can be expressed as the gradient of a scalar function, called
velocity potential φ; from linearized Euler's equation (second equation of
system (1.1.8)), also p can be rewritten in terms of φ:
u = ∇φ
p = −ρ0 ∂φ∂t
(1.1.10)
It is easily demonstrable that velocity potential is a solution of wave equation
as well, using the gauge freedom3 in an appropriate way (cφ = 0).
1.2 Four-dimensional formalism for acoustics
1.2.1 Geometry of acoustic space-time
In analogy with relativistic ﬁeld theory, it is possible to apply the four-
dimensional formalism, born with special relativity, to the description of
acoustic phenomena [9]. This will lead not only to a more elegant mathe-
matical structure, but also to a original and somewhat simpler introduction
of energetic properties of acoustic ﬁelds. Before the necessary mathemati-
cal instruments are introduced, however, appropriate distinctions have to be
done.
Even if it is possible to describe acoustic phenomena within the rela-
tivistic framework treated in standard textbooks simply by replacing the
speed of light with the speed of sound, the acoustic case presents only a
formal analogy with relativity, since the Lorentz transformations obtained
in this way still form an invariance group of the wave equation, but do not
connect inertial reference frames. The physical meaning of such transforma-
tions is related to the study of the radiation from a point source, moving
with constant speed ([10], Sect. 11.2). From another point of view, acoustic
Lorentz transformations connect all space-time coordinates, which describe
sound propagation with the same speed and therefore leave invariant the
wave equation. Since the common notation of relativistic ﬁeld theory is not
usual in acoustics, a short account of it is given in the present and in the
following subsections.
Any vector x in R3 can be represented in terms of any set of three linearly
independent vectors {vi}i=1,2,3 and components xi as
x =
3∑
i=1
xivi =: x
ivi
3pressure and velocity ﬁelds are obtainable by an inﬁnite number of diﬀerent velocity
potentials: adding a constant term to φ does not change p and u. This concept is very
well known and studied in electromagnetism.
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where in the last passage the summation convention is introduced, meaning
that a pair of equal upper and lower Latin indices denotes summation over
all the values from 1 to 3. The euclidean metric is deﬁned in terms of the
ordinary scalar product
x · y = xivi · yjvj = vijxiyj (1.2.1)
and the distance d as
d(x,y) =
√
(x− y) · (x− y) = |x− y| (1.2.2)
where vij are the components of the (never singular) metric tensor
v′ = vijvi ⊗ vj (1.2.3){
vi
}
i=1,2,3
is the dual basis of {vi}, deﬁned by
(
vi,v
j
)
= δji =
{
1, i = j
0, i 6= j
and ⊗ denotes the tensor (or dyadic) product.
Whereas the necessary and suﬃcient condition for a group of vector
{vi}i=1,2,3 to be a basis of the space R3 is the linear independence, it is
usually more useful, and generally done, to choose an orthonormal basis4
{ei}i=1,2,3, which has the additional property that the metric tensor is given
by the identity matrix
e = {eij} = I =
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1

which belongs to the space E3 ⊗E3. Vectors x′ of the dual space are repre-
sented by
x′ = xiei
where the components xi are connected to x
i by metric tensor: xi = eijx
j ,
so that in Cartesian coordinates xi = x
i. The components xi change under
linear transformations according to the same law as the basis vectors ei and,
therefore, are called covariant components, to distinguish them from the
contravariant components xi, which transform in an opposite way compared
with ei. From contravariant components and covariant space basis, invariant
vector x = xiei is obtained.
To describe an event which happens at a point x and at time t, it is
convenient to introduce a fourth dimension, labelled by 0, and set x0 = ct,
where c is the speed of sound. Coordinate x0 represents the distance covered
4In R3 this basis is normally referred as Cartesian coordinates
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by sound in time . The 4-dimensional real space R4, whose vectors have
components x0, x1, x2, x3, is called acoustic space-time. Also in this case a
basis vectors {gλ}λ=0,1,2,3 5 can be introduced, so that
x =
3∑
λ=0
xλgλ =: x
λgλ
Here, summation convention in the acoustic space-time is denoted by a pair
of equal upper and lower Greek indices and denotes summation on all values
from 0 to 3. In order to leave the wave equation invariant under acoustic
Lorentz transformations
x′ = Ax =

γ −γβx −γβy −γβz
−γβx 1 + (γ − 1)β
2
x
β2
(γ − 1)βxβy
β2
(γ − 1)βxβz
β2
−γβy (γ − 1)βyβxβ2 1 + (γ − 1)
β2y
β2
(γ − 1)βyβz
β2
−γβz (γ − 1)βzβxβ2 (γ − 1)
βzβy
β2
1 + (γ − 1)β2z
β2


x0
x1
x2
x3

where γ = 1/
√
1−β2 , βi = ui/c, β = |u|/c, a pseudo-euclidean metric has to be
introduced in R4. Under these conditions it is possible to deﬁne the acoustic
Minkowski space M4 =
(
R4,m
)
. The pseudo-euclidean metric is deﬁned by
means of the non-positive deﬁnite scalar product
x y = x0y0 − (x1y1 + x2y2 + x3y3) = xλgλ  yλgλ = gλµxλyµ
as
[m (x, y)]2 = (x− y) (x− y) = gλµ
(
xλ − yλ
)
(xµ − yµ) (1.2.4)
where gλµ =: gλ  gµ are the components of pseudoeuclidean metric tensor.
The physical meaning of such a formalism is quite straightforward: what
is conserved is the distance |x| = m (x, x) =
√
(ct)2 − |x|2 . The set of all
vectors of vanishing length (|x| = 0) is the four dimensional cone of equation
c2t2 = |x|, analogous to the light-cone of the relativistic theory, with axis in
the direction of x0-axis and vertex in x = 0: this is a characteristic surface
of the wave equation. Transformations leaving invariant the scalar product
given in equation (1.2.4) and the characteristic surfaces of the wave equation
are just the acoustic Lorentz transformations. The cone, which in this case
should be called sound-cone, is related to the causality principle: only all
points inside the future sound-cone, i.e. satisfying the relation c2t2 − |x|2 >
0 (∀t > 0) can be the support of an acoustic ﬁeld (eﬀect), produced by a
source (cause) placed at the point and switched on at time t = 0.
5From this point on Greek letters will be used for indices referred to R4 (from 0 to 3),
while Latin letters for indices in R3(from 1 to 3).
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As for the three dimensional case, a dual basis can be deﬁned whose
vectors gλ have the same relation written above with gλ:
(gλ, g
µ) = δµλ =
{
1, λ = µ
0, λ 6= µ
In Minkowski space is not possible to choose a basis in which the metric
tensor is equal to I (4× 4) , since the scalar product is not positive deﬁnite,
but pseudo-Cartesian coordinates can be introduced so that metric tensor
has the following form:
g = {gλµ} =

1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
 = ( 1 00 −eij
)
Of course, the matrix is still non-singular, but not positive deﬁnite anymore.
The components of the inverse metric tensor gλµ are deﬁned by
gλµgµν = δ
λ
ν
x′, the dual vector of x, is expressed by x′ = xλgλ and its components are
given by
xλ = gλµx
µ x0 = x0 x
i = −xi
Finally, diﬀerentiation operators with respect to coordinates of spaces E3
and M4 are denoted by
∂µ =:
∂
∂xµ
∂0 =
1
c
∂
∂t ∇ = ek∂k (1.2.5)
1.2.2 Wave equation in four-dimensional form
Pressure and velocity perturbations in this new frame are rewritten as:
p′ = −z∂0φ
u′ = ukek = (∂kφ) ek = ∇φ
from now on the primes on the acoustic quantities will be omitted for sim-
plicity, since the context is now clearly that of linear acoustics. Moreover,
according to the formalism of tensor algebra used up to now, covariant dif-
ferentiation with respect to a particular index will be denoted by a comma:
∂λφ =: φ,λ (1.2.6)
.
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Kinetic, potential and total energy densities, K,U,W of an acoustic ﬁeld
in the lowest order approximation are given by the second order quantities
K =
1
2
ρ0 |∇φ|2 = 1
2
ρ0e
ijφ,iφ,j
U =
1
2
ρ0
1
c2
(
∂φ
∂t
)2
=
1
2
ρ0 (φ,0)
2
W = K + U =
1
2
ρ0
[
eijφ,iφ,j + (φ,0)
2
]
(1.2.7)
With the above deﬁnitions, Lagrangian density L = K − U can be written
as an expression which is invariant under acoustic Lorentz transformations:
L = −1
2
ρ0g
λµφ,λφ,µ (1.2.8)
The wave equation may be obtained from the Lagrangian density by means
of either the minimal action or the variational principle ([11], pg. 32): in
both case the result is Euler-Lagrange equation
∂L
∂φ
−
[
∂L
∂φ,µ
]
,µ
= 0 (1.2.9)
which in linear acoustics takes the form of the above-mentioned d'Alembert
equation
φ = 0
(
 =: gλµ∂λ∂µ = 1c2
∂2
∂t2
−∇2
)
(1.2.10)
Second term of equation (1.2.9) is called generalized momentum in ﬁeld
theory, a vector P ∈M4 and its components are deﬁned as
Pµ =
∂L
∂φ,µ
= −ρ0gλµφ,λ = −ρ0φ,µ
P 0 is equal to the acoustic pressure divided by c, while the other components
are equal to the momentum density of the gas:
P 0 = −ρ0g00φ,0 = −ρ0c ∂φ∂t = pc
P i = −ρ0giνφ,ν = ρ0φ,i = ρ0 ∂φ∂xi = ρ0vi
It is then easy to see that the wave equation (1.2.10) coincides with the
condition of null divergence of the generalized momentum in M4:
∂µP
µ = Pµ,µ = 0 (1.2.11)
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1.2.3 Four-dimensional energy-momentum tensor and con-
servation laws
A well known result of ﬁeld theory is the following: if the Lagrangian density
is invariant under coordinate or ﬁeld transformations of a certain group, a
conserved quantity exists, whose conservation law is expressed as the van-
ishing of the divergence of a certain tensor (Emmy Nöther's theorem). The
Lagrangian of equation (1.2.8) and the wave equation (1.2.10) are invariant
under both acoustic Lorentz transformations and translations in M4:
xˆµ = Axµ + aµ
Invariance property under Lorentz transformations A lead to angular mo-
mentum conservation, but it will not be treated here because it is not one
of the subjects of present work. Conserved quantities corresponding, to the
second invariance property, are the acoustic energy and momentum: the ten-
sor, whose vanishing divergence represents the related conservation laws, is
generally called energy-momentum tensor
T λµ :=
[
ρ0φ
,λφ,µ + gλµL
]
(1.2.12)
Component T 00 is equal to the acoustic energy density :
T 00 = ρ0φ
,0φ,0 + g00L = ρ0φ,0φ,0 + 1
2
ρ0
3∑
ν=0
(φ,ν)2 = W
Spatial components are
T 0i = T i0 = ρ0φ
,0φ,i =
p
c
φ,i =
pvi
c
=
ji
c
T ik = T ki = ρ0φ
,iφ,k + gikL =
= ρ0v
ivk +
1
2
ρ0
(
p2
z2
− |v|2
)
eik
where the E3-vector
j := cT 0kek = pv = c
2q (1.2.13)
is the acoustic energy-ﬂux density (instantaneous acoustic intensity), while
the E3-vector q is the acoustic momentum density. Tensor T can then be
represented by the matrix
T =
(
W t
t T
)
where t = j/c = cq ∈ E3 ; T is the tensor of space E3 ⊗E3, represented by6
T = ρ0v ⊗ v − Le = ρ
[
v ⊗ v + 1
2
(
p2
z2
− |v|2
)
e
]
Tensor T has some properties worth to be outlined.
6In [10] the tensor T is denoted by W and called wave-stress tensor
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1. Its trace is equal to twice the Lagrangian density:
Tr (T ) := Tµµ = ρ0φ
,µφ,µ + g
µ
µL = −2L+ 4L = 2L
2. As expected, the divergence of T identically vanishes:
T λµ,µ = ρ0
(
φ,λφ,µ
)
,µ
+ gλµL,µ
= ρ0
(
φ,λ,µφ
,µ + φ,λφ,µ,µ
)
− 1
2
ρ0
(
φ,µλφ,µ + φ
,µφ,λ,µ
)
(1.2.14)
=
1
2
ρ0
(
φ,λ,µφ
,µ − φ,µλφ,µ
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+φ,λ Pµ,µ︸︷︷︸
=0
≡ 0
3. The component 0 of equation (1.2.14) can be written in the form
T 00,0 + T
0i
,i = 0
1
c
(
∂W
∂t
+∇ · j
)
= 0 (1.2.15)
and therefore represents the conservation law of acoustic energy.
4. The components i of equation (1.2.14) can be written in vector form
as
∂q
∂t +∇ · T = 0, ∇ · T = eiTij,j (1.2.16)
which represents the acoustic momentum conservation law, if the vector
−∇ · T is interpreted as a force density.
Another form of equation (1.2.16) can be found integrating equation (1.2.16)
on any ﬁxed volume V : ˆ
V
[
∂q
∂t
+∇ · T
]
d3x = 0 (1.2.17)
Calling S the surface enclosing V and nˆ its normal unit vector (pointing
outwards), equation (1.2.17) can be rewritten in either form
d
dt
ˆ
V
q(x, t)d3x =
ˆ
V
f(x, t)d3x
d
dt
ˆ
V
q(x, t)d3x =
ˆ
S
s(x, t)d2x (1.2.18)
where f = −∇ · T, s = −T · nˆ and divergence theorem for second equation
is used. If left-hand sides of Eqs. (1.2.18) are the time derivative of the
momentum produced by the acoustic wave in the volume, right-hand sides
represent the force of the radiation ﬁeld, expressed either in terms of a volume
force (ﬁrst case) or a surface force (second one). Thus, vectors f and s are
respectively volume force density and surface force density of the acoustic
ﬁeld, the latter representing the instantaneous acoustic radiation pressure.
It is worth to note that the time average value of s integrated over a surface
of ﬁnite area has been called radiation force by Beissner [12].
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1.3 Energy average behaviour
The main subject of the present work is the study of the average behaviour
of acoustic energetic quantities. Deﬁning stationary average operator as [13]:
〈·〉 =: lim
T→+∞
1
2T
ˆ T
−T
(·)dt
as far as concerns the energy density, average values of the kinetic and poten-
tial components are proportional to mean square pressure and mean square
velocity respectively: in fact, averaging T 00 component of energy-momentum
tensor one obtains〈
T 00
〉
=
〈
φ,0φ,0 − 1
2
ρ0g
00φ,µφ
,µ
〉
=
〈
1
2
ρ0
4∑
µ=0
(φ,µ)2
〉
=
〈
1
2
ρ0
(
− p
ρ0c
)2
+
1
2
ρ0v
2
〉
=
〈
p2
〉
2ρ0c2
+
1
2
ρ0
〈
v2
〉
=: Wp +Wk
1.3.1 Hilbert-orthogonal decomposition of air particle veloc-
ity; radiant and oscillating intensity
Monochromatic ﬁelds
In case of monochromatic, expressions for average sound intensity and en-
ergy densities can be given analytically just in terms of pressure ﬁeld and its
derivative over time: this approach played a fundamental role because instru-
ments for intensity measurements were almost exclusively based on pressure
gradient technique up to the 90's. A detailed overview of the theory can be
found in [1].
Recalling Euler's linearized equation (1.1.4), velocity can be derived from
pressure:
u(t) =
1
ρ0
ˆ t
−∞
(−∇p(τ)) dτ
where p = pme
iωt, pm = Pe
iφpand spatial dependence of P, φpwere omitted
for clarity. Velocity is thus given by the expression:
u(t) = − 1
iωρ0
∇p = 1
ωρ0
[−P∇φp + i∇P ] ei(ωt+φ)
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which shows that velocity has two distinct components: one in phase with
pressure, proportional to gradient of its phase, and one in quadrature, pro-
portional to the gradient of pressure magnitude. This reﬂects into instanta-
neous intensity j = pu, which can be separated as well into an active part i
and a reactive one q:
j(t) = − 1
ωρ0
P∇φp cos2 (ωt+ φp)︸ ︷︷ ︸
i
+
∇P
ωρ0
sin 2 (ωt+ φp)︸ ︷︷ ︸
q
Introducing the time average operator 〈·〉T =: T−1
´ T
0 ·dt over a period T =
2piω−1, where ω is the circular frequency of the monochromatic wave, it is
clear from properties of trigonometric functions that
〈j〉T = 〈i〉T =
P∇φp
2ωρ0
(1.3.1)
〈q〉T = 0
that is, reactive intensity has no role in mean energy propagation.
Another very sharp description of the radiative and oscillating behaviour
of the sound energy transported by plane monochromatic waves resulting by
superposition of progressive and regressive waves in opposite spatial direc-
tions can be found in ref. [14]. There, it is clearly stated that the purely
reactive (imaginary) character of the complex speciﬁc acoustic impedance
deﬁned as the ratio
z =
p
u
is associated with the absence of net energy transport, so obtaining a picture
of standing waves where energy is conﬁned into isolated cells between the
nodes of pressure and velocity, with a back-and-forth movement. The purely
resistive (real) character of impedance is instead associated with sound en-
ergy that travels through each point in space (i.e. with no discontinuities
along the energy path) in a series of pulses rather than a steady ﬂow. The
steady character of sound energy ﬂow per unit area (i.e. intensity) comes out
from the averaging operation. In fact, the application of the time average
operator to the well known exact general expression of the instantaneous
intensity j(x, t) = pu yields, in the monochromatic case studied by Towne,
the following expression holding at any ﬁeld point x:
〈j〉T = (prmsurms cos ∆φ) kˆ (1.3.2)
where prms = |pm| /
√
2 and urms = |um| /
√
2 stand respectively for the root-
mean-square values of the pressure and air velocity signals p(x, t) = pme
iωt,
u(x, t) = ume
iωt along the path determined by the wave number versor kˆ.
Here pm and um are the "complex amplitudes" of pressure and velocity
allowing to synchronize the phases φp and φu of p and u to the same clock
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eiωt in such a way that the "power factor" cos ∆φ, depending only upon the
phase diﬀerence ∆φ = φp − φv, is locked to the complex speciﬁc impedance
deﬁned as Z =: p/u = |Z|ei∆φ. Eq. (1.3.2) then states an algebraic analogy
with the electrical power calculation in AC-circuits, where p corresponds to
the potential diﬀerence and u to the current.
General ﬁelds
To generalize the mathematical formalism which will lead to an equation
similar to equation (1.3.2) for non-monochromatic and/or non-plane wave
ﬁelds, it is worth here to stress a remarkable property of the time averaged
intensity 〈j〉T (x) for monochromatic waves: wave versor kˆ(x) is given by
the ratio 〈j〉(x)/|〈j〉(x)|, determining  at each point x  a tangent vector to
a spatial curve (energy streamline) always locally orthogonal to the zero
phase planes of any "carrier-wave". Such a carrier-wave always transports
radiative energy apart from the extreme case when the power factor is zero,
which corresponds to the stationary storing of energy oscillating into isolated
cells of some standing waves structure. Clearly, neither purely radiative nor
pure oscillating energy is encountered in the real physical world, but energy
always shows both these behaviour, due to a superposition of carrier-waves
with standing interference waves (room modes). These prototypical dual
behaviours of sound energy can be mathematically worked out also in general
ﬁelds: using the extension of the time-averaging operator for handling general
signals, radiative and oscillating properties of sound energy can be modeled
through the following decomposition of the air particle velocity u
u(x, t) = up + uq (1.3.3)
already introduced in [13, 15]. Component up, in phase with pressure, has the
remarkable spatial property of being constrained by deﬁnition upon the same
direction tˆ(x) =: 〈j〉(x)/|〈j〉(x)| of the carrier-wave and the temporal property of
reproducing in modulus the same time history of the pressure signal rescaled
by the factor |〈j〉|/〈p2〉. Component in quadrature with pressure uq is instead
deﬁned by subtraction, i.e. uq = u − up, so that orthogonality condition
with respect time average operator is always true: 〈upuq〉 ≡ 0 . In the
last relation stationary time averaging procedure 〈·〉 is considered as a scalar
product, with which a norm and a Hilbert space can be then deﬁned.
From this point of view, both pressure p and velocity components (ui)i=1,3
are considered as vectors in the Hilbert space deﬁned above, and up and uq
are the projection of velocity Hilbert vector on the direction of pressure
Hilbert vector and its Hilbert-orthogonal one7. From the above imposed
properties, following explicit deﬁnitions are derived:
7Hilbert orthogonality does not absolutely involve spatial one. Therefore, in general
velocity component uq is not orthogonal to component up in the usual three dimensional
space.
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up =
〈pu〉
〈p2〉 p (1.3.4)
uq =
〈
p2
〉
u− 〈pu〉 p
〈p2〉 (1.3.5)
which can be used to generalize equation (1.3.2). In fact, velocity de-
composition applied to the instantaneous intensity j(x, t) = pu leads to
j = pup + puq =: i+ q. Applying time average operator, one has
〈pup〉 =
〈
p
〈pu〉
〈p2〉 p
〉
=
=
〈
p2
〉
〈p2〉 〈pu〉
= 〈pu〉
〈puq〉 =
〈
p
〈
p2
〉
u− 〈pu〉 p
〈p2〉
〉
=
=
〈〈
p2
〉
pu− 〈pu〉 p2
〈p2〉
〉
=
=
〈
p2
〉 〈pu〉 − 〈pu〉 〈p2〉
〈p2〉
= 0
so proving as always true the following identities:
〈pup〉 ≡ 〈pu〉 ; 〈puq〉 ≡ 0.
These identities conﬁrm respectively that at every spatial point x of any
general sound ﬁeld the radiative power i = pup is transported in the direction
tˆ with intensity I = |〈i〉|, while the same point x can be interpreted as the
"running" origin (〈puq〉≡0) of an intensity space where reactive power q =
puq is stored. Clearly, from the same origin also active intensity vector I = I tˆ
is stuck out. This picture is in perfect agreement with the monochromatic
case modeled by equation (1.3.2), which states a strict upper and lower bound
for I corresponding to ∆φ = [0, pi], and ∆φ = [±pi/2]; i.e.
0 ≤ I ≤ prmsurms. (1.3.6)
Bounding condition given in equation (1.3.6) can be proved to hold true
also for general ﬁelds: squaring and averaging the deﬁnition of up (Eq.
(1.3.5)), one obtains
I2 =
〈
p2
〉 〈
u2p
〉
(1.3.7)
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Substituting now up = u−uq and taking into account the Hilbert-orthogonality
condition 〈upuq〉 ≡ 0,
I2 =
〈
p2
〉 [〈
u2
〉− 〈u2q〉] (1.3.8)
from which it is clear that I2 has strict upper and lower bounds 0 ≤ I2 ≤〈
p2
〉 〈
u2
〉
, or
0 ≤ I ≤
√
〈p2〉 〈u2〉 = prmsurms. (1.3.9)
This relationship is then the sought generalization of (1.3.6), and its
derivation in terms of up and uq will ease the understanding of the physical
meaning of power factor cos ∆φ for general sound ﬁelds. If the scalar quantity
Q =
√
〈p2〉 〈u2q〉 (1.3.10)
is deﬁned as the magnitude of the "reactive" intensity8, equation (1.3.8) can
then be rewritten as
I2 +Q2 =
〈
p2
〉 〈
u2
〉
establishing the Pythagorean relationship with prmsurms which the explicit
expression for power factor in general ﬁelds can be derived from:
ξ =
I√
I2 +Q2
, −pi
2
≤ ∆φ ≤ pi
2
(1.3.11)
Power factor is then the ratio of active intensity to time-averaged total
intensity calculated at the same point. This parameter, already indicated as
ξ in [15], refers to magnitudes of intensities and does not give any information
about the nature of the mathematical objects, which these magnitudes come
from. This aspect is evident in case of active intensity: in fact, using power
factor as deﬁned in equation (1.3.11) and versor tˆ(x) =: 〈j〉(x)/|〈j〉(x)|, equation
(1.3.2) can be easily generalized and explicit expression of the active intensity
vector ﬁeld are obtained:
I(x) = (prmsurms cos ∆φ) tˆ. (1.3.12)
For what it is here concerned, the deﬁnition of the magnitude Q given in
equation (1.3.10) is completely self-consistent, and relation (1.3.11) suggests
 in perfect analogy with the electric theory of AC circuits  that it could be
derived as the imaginary part of a complex quantity S¯, from now on called
"complex intensity", whose real part is I:
S¯ = I + iQ
8Diﬀerently from Ref. [15], the term "reactive" is here used in strict connection with
the elecro-acoustic analogy coming from the physical meaning of the power factor.
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where i is the imaginary unit. This quantity is then a phase vector of mag-
nitude
√
I2 +Q2 and phase angle ∆φ = arccos(ξ), telling that at each point
x of a general distributed acoustic network:
 real power is given by active intensity magnitude I;
 reactive power is the reactive intensity magnitude Q;
 apparent power is S =
∣∣S¯∣∣ = prmsurms;
all these quantities have the physical dimensions of a power per area unit.
1.3.2 Trajectories of sound energy, sound conductance and
susceptance
A detailed exam of quantities just deﬁned and the introduction of a powerful
instrument to have an overall overview of average energetic features of a
stationary phenomenon, called energy compass, are given in [16]. Here only
a little part will be treated.
The concept of energy trajectories, based on the analogy between ﬂuid
motion and sound energy motion, has been deﬁnitively stated in acoustics in
[17], where in particular connection with absorption of boundary elements
was studied. In particular, mass conservation and energy conservation laws
are formally the same if compared. This analogy can then be used to deﬁne
the energy instantaneous velocity:
∂ρ
∂t
= −∇ · (q) ↔ ∂w
∂t
= −∇ · (j)
↓ ↓
u =
q
ρ
↔ u¯ = j
w
where q = ρu is the ﬂuid momentum density deﬁned in (1.2.13). Also for
this quantity, it is interesting to study its average behaviour in stationary
conditions. Average energy velocity U is considered every point in space,
then it forms a vector ﬁeld which univocally identiﬁes the trajectories of
energy in stationary condition:
ds(x0, t)
dt
= U(s) s(x0, 0) = x0 (1.3.13)
This may however be accomplished in diﬀerent ways, depending on how the
average of u¯ is deﬁned. This issue is treated in [18, 15] and what was found
is that rather than consider U = 〈u¯〉 = 〈j/w〉, it is more convenient to deﬁne
the mean energy velocity as the ratio of average quantities:
U =
〈j〉
〈w〉 =
I
W
(1.3.14)
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Among various advantages, one of the biggest is that velocity deﬁned in
equation (1.3.14) has always the same direction of the mean intensity vector
I, which identiﬁes ﬂux streamlines, while it is not usually the case for the
other one. Moreover, energy velocity normalized to its maximum, speed of
sound c, gives information on which fraction of total available energy in a
neighbourhood of a point x is being radiated. This parameter, called η in
already cited and given by
η =
I
cW
(1.3.15)
satisﬁes the relations 0 ≤ η ≤ 1, the extremes occurring when no energy
(stationary ﬁeld) or all energy (progressive ﬁeld) radiates through space.
As it will be demonstrated in the following, indicator η is strictly related
to a newly deﬁned quantity, called sound wave conductance or acoustic con-
ductance. The physical meaning of acoustic conductance is easily understood
as a generalization of the concept of impedance, in terms of sound power el-
ement per unit area and mass (see [17], pp. 940-942), which can be written
as:
z(x, t, nˆ) =
1
u2
dΠ
dΣ
=
nˆ · j
u2
=
p
|u| . (1.3.16)
where nˆ is the (adimensional) unit vector normal to the area element. Look-
ing now at equation (1.3.16), one can reason out that there is no physical
reason why only the kinetic part of the sound energy density, proportional
to u2, has to appear in the denominator. In fact, considering that the total
energy density w = wp+wk is a never vanishing quantity in any sound ﬁeld,
w/ρ0 can be safely substituted in the denominator, so obtaining a quantity
which has the same physical dimensions of acoustic impedance but is much
more regular, since it does not have any singularity point. Its time average
is then deﬁned as
G(x, nˆ) =
ρ0
〈w〉
dΠ
dΣ
= ρ0
nˆ · 〈j〉
〈wk + wp〉 =
2nˆ · 〈j〉〈
v2 +
(
p
z0
)2〉 (1.3.17)
where wk =
1
2ρ0v
2 is the kinetic energy density and wp =
p2
2ρ0c2
is the poten-
tial energy density.
G and η are closely related: in fact, looking at equations (1.3.17) and
(1.3.15) it is very easy to ﬁnd the relations that links these quantities, if the
surface considered is directed along direction of mean intensity, i.e. nˆ ‖ tˆ:
G(x) = z0η (1.3.18)
It is fairly easy to demonstrate that, in the case of a progressive plane
wave, acoustic impedance and acoustic conductance have the same value,
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equal to air characteristic impedance z0 = ρ0c: in fact, under these con-
ditions there is a perfect equipartition of total energy between kinetic and
potential components and thus it is the same to consider either total en-
ergy density or twice only the kinetic one. Diﬀerently from impedance, this
value represents an upper limit for conductance, which is limited in the range
[0, z0] .
Another interesting quantity characterising the whole energy transport
along any trajectory is the path integral of the sound conductance z0η over
the energy path. In fact, suppose to follow the energy particleW (x) along its
trajectory x = s(x0, t) deﬁned by equation (1.3.13), then the η-path integral
can be deﬁned as
◦
η(x) =
´ x
x0
η(s)ds´ x
x0
ds
(1.3.19)
and characterises the energy transport along the distance from x0 to the
running point x along the path s as a whole process. Above deﬁned quantities
in real physical situations will be studied in chapter 4 for non-monochromatic
sound ﬁelds with diﬀerent absorbing boundaries.
To complete the electro-acoustic-electric analogy, it is then natural to
introduce here the concept of acoustic susceptance, extending to the reactive
intensity the concept of acoustic conductance G = ηρ0c already introduced
above. In fact, deﬁning the reactivity index as
µ =
Q
cW
(1.3.20)
the apparent power per unit area
√
I2 +Q2 can be assimilated to the total
power of a circuit with normalized admittance
σ¯ =
S¯
cW
=: η + iµ (1.3.21)
If G = z0<(σ) = z0η is the acoustic conductance, then B = z0=(σ) = z0µ
is the acoustic susceptance. These quantities and their relation are easily
representable in complex plane (Fig. 1.3.1).
Finally, it is worthwhile to note here that the magnitude of the z0-
normalized admittance σ = |σ¯|, plays the role of kinetic-potential energy
partition index: it becomes evident if relations are made explicit:
σ =
√
I2 +Q2
cW
=
√〈p2〉 〈u2〉
c (Wp +Wk)
=
=
√
(2ρ0c2Wp)
(
2ρ−10 Wk
)
c (Wp +Wk)
=
=
√
WpWk
1
2 (Wp +Wk)
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Figure 1.3.1: Graphical synthesis of sound wave conductance η and suscep-
tance µ, normalized admittance σ¯ and phase angle ∆φ.
Partition index σ, i.e. the ratio of the geometric to arithmetic means of
potential and kinetic parts of energy density, describes the relative magnitude
of these quantities, assuming values between 0, when energy density is either
totally potential or totally kinetic, and 1, when perfect equipartition occurs.
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Chapter 2
DSP techniques in Sound
Energetics
Since the birth of digital systems, it is almost impossible to separate acoustic
measurements from Digital Signal Processing and this work is no exception:
what will be here studied does not refer to traditional signal processing
such as octave band ﬁltering and similar methods, therefore a brief intro-
duction and contextualisation of algorithms used for measurements reported
in Chapter 4 is certainly useful.
After an introduction which presents the known topics and relations that
will be used to obtained operative expressions of the parameters given in
Section 1.3, a new expression for these quantities will be given, more useful
from an experimental point of view, and demonstrated. What will be written
about DSP is taken from [1, 19, 20], while the original concept that will be
here treated more in detail is given in [13].
2.1 Correlation and Power Spectral Density
As explained in previous chapter, second-order quantities such as intensity
and energy densities are rapidly-changing variables, whose instantaneous va-
lues are sometimes not very interesting for the description of energetic pro-
perties of sound ﬁeld. This is always true, but assumes particular importance
for stationary phenomena, where average quantities are quite easy to achieve
experimentally.
Stationary average of a function of time f(t) is given by the limit of the
standard time average operator:
〈f〉 = lim
T→∞
1
2T
ˆ T
−T
f(t)dt (2.1.1)
Obviously it is impossible to measure the exact stationary value of an acous-
tic ﬁeld, since by deﬁnition it would require an inﬁnite time. Equation (2.1.1)
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simply means that a suﬃciently long measurement time has to be conside-
red, so that the acoustic ﬁeld is in equilibrium with the environment. This
time range greatly depends on the environment itself: sometimes a good ap-
proximation of an inﬁnite time measure may be even less than one second,
in other cases longer time ranges are required. If the stationary average
of the pressure or the velocity ﬁeld is calculated, usually it vanishes since
they have an oscillatory behaviour: therefore, to obtain an estimation of the
mean amplitude signals, what is averaged is instead the squared value of the
ﬁeld: this is the deﬁnition of root mean square value, normally used to deﬁne
pressure (or also velocity) levels.
pRMS =
√
〈p2〉
Quadratic quantities do not share this problem, so average values of intensity
and total energy density are straightly deﬁned:
〈j〉 = 〈pu〉
〈w〉 = 1
2
ρ0
(〈
v2
〉
+
〈
p2
〉
z20
)
The concept of stationary average for second-order quantities can be
generalized introducing the cross-correlation operator:
Rxy(τ) =: lim
T→∞
1
2T
ˆ T
−T
x(t)y(t+ τ)dt (2.1.2)
for real function such as acoustic ﬁelds in time domain1. Cross correlation
expresses time-averaged relationship between two signals with respect to a
time delay τ : when the function has a maximum, the biggest similarity oc-
curs. A particular case is given by autocorrelation Rxx(τ), when correlation
between a function and itself is calculated. Obviously, in this case the maxi-
mum value is always given for τ = 0. Stationarity hypothesis can be used to
determine properties of correlation functions:
Rxx(−τ) = Rxx(τ)
Rxy(−τ) = Ryx(τ) (2.1.3)
First relation is almost trivial: stationarity in fact involves invariance under
time translations, then the same result is obtained if t + τ is considered
instead of t in integral (2.1.3). Considering explicitly the second equation, if
1The most general deﬁnition of cross-correlation is Rxy(τ) =: limT→∞ 1T
´ T
0
x∗(t)y(t+
τ)dt, where ∗ denotes complex conjugation.
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variables are directly substituted one obtains
Rxy(−τ) = lim
T→∞
1
2T
ˆ T
−T
x(t)y(t− τ)dt
= lim
T→∞
1
2T
ˆ T+τ
−(T+τ)
x(t+ τ)y(t+ τ − τ)d(t+ τ)
= lim
T→∞
1
2T
ˆ T+τ
−(T+τ)
x(t+ τ)y(t)dt
= Ryx(τ)
where in the limit the ﬁnite quantity τ has been neglected. Another impor-
tant relation is the cross-correlation inequality
|Rxy(τ)|2 ≤ Rxx(0)Ryy(0)
which somewhat recalls, in time domain, coherence relation in frequency
one, a function which will play a fundamental role in p-u probe calibration
process described in chapter 3.
A relation similar to convolution theorem links cross-correlation of two
functions and their Fourier transforms: it can be calculated from convolution
theorem itself. In fact, deﬁning convolution between two functions x(t), y(t)
as
(x ∗ y)(τ) =:
ˆ ∞
−∞
x(t)y(τ − t)dt
it is easily demonstrable that
Rxy(τ) =
ˆ ∞
−∞
x(t)y(t+ τ)dt
=
ˆ ∞
−∞
x(−t)y(−t+ τ)dt
= x(−τ) ∗ y(τ)
In frequency domain, calling with capital letters X(ω), Y (ω) the correspon-
ding Fourier transform of x(t), y(t)2, one obtains:
Sxy(ω) = F (Rxy(τ)) = F (x(−τ)) · F (y(τ))
= X(ω) · Y (ω) (2.1.4)
where convolution theorem itself was used to obtain last expression.
Sxy(ω) is called cross power spectral density and is a complex quantity
whose magnitude is given by the product of magnitudes of function X,Y
while phase is given by diﬀerence of phase angles. In case of auto-correlation,
2In this thesis the following convention for Fourier transform is assumed: F(·) =
1√
2pi
´ +∞
−∞ (·)e−iωtdt
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Sxx(ω) is simply called power spectral density and is given by the real func-
tion |X(ω)|2: this follows both from relation (2.1.4) and from the fact that
auto-correlation is an even function (Eq. (2.1.3)).
Inverse equations of (2.1.4) for cross correlation and auto-correlation are
called Wiener-Khinchine relations after the two mathematicians who inde-
pendently proved them in the early 1930s:
Rxx(τ) =
1√
2pi
ˆ +∞
−∞
Sxx(ω)e
iωτdω
Ryy(τ) =
1√
2pi
ˆ +∞
−∞
Syy(ω)e
iωτdω (2.1.5)
Rxy(τ) =
1√
2pi
ˆ +∞
−∞
Sxy(ω)e
iωτdω
These relation are of particular interest because they are the key to link sta-
tionary average of a given second-order quantity to its (cross) power spectral
density: recalling that〈
x2
〉
=
ˆ ∞
−∞
x2(t)dt = Rxx(0)
〈xy〉 =
ˆ ∞
−∞
x(t)y(t)dt = Rxy(0)
simply substituting expressions of correlation with their formulation in fre-
quency domain, one obtains:〈
x2
〉
=
1√
2pi
ˆ +∞
−∞
Sxx(ω)dω
〈xy〉 = 1√
2pi
ˆ +∞
−∞
Sxy(ω)dω (2.1.6)
where, in particular, right hand of equation (2.1.6) is real: in fact, being
Sxy(ω) the Fourier transform of a real function, its real part is even while
its imaginary one is odd. Then, in the integration over the whole frequency
range, contribute from =(Sxy(ω)) is vanishing.
Instead of the whole frequency range, only the positive ones can be consi-
dered to deﬁne spectral densities: both autospectral and cross-spectral den-
sities are in fact uniquely determined by only positive frequencies. This leads
to deﬁnition to one-sided power spectral densities and cross-power spectral
densities:
Gxy(ω) =

2Sxy(ω) ω > 0
Sxy(ω) ω = 0
0 ω < 0
(2.1.7)
Whereas autospectral densities are not aﬀected by this reformulation, ex-
cluded an obvious change of integration extremes, relation (2.1.6) has to be
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rewritten in the following form:
〈xy〉 = 1√
2pi
ˆ +∞
0
< (Gxy(ω)) dω
because imaginary part contribution does not vanish anymore. This be an
advantage however: both coincident spectral density function (co-spectrum)
Cxy(ω) and quadrature spectral density function (quad-spectrum) Qxy(ω),
deﬁned as real and imaginary parts of one-sided cross power spectral density:
Gxy(ω) = Cxy(ω) + iQxy(ω)
A physical meaning can be associated to these function, as will be explained
in the following subsection.
2.2 Correlative quantities
Using the formalism presented in [13], correlative intensity and correlative
energy density can be deﬁned as
J (τ) = Rpu(τ)
W(τ) = 1
2
ρ0
(
Ruu(τ) +
Rpp(τ)
z20
)
As a special case, standard stationary values are obtained for τ = 0. Their
Fourier transform are the frequency distribution of such quantities: in par-
ticular, correlative energy density in the frequency domain will be a real,
even function, while correlative intensity will transform into a complex func-
tion whose real part will be even and imaginary one odd, as explained in
previous subsection. These properties, in particular intensity ones, have a
precise physical interpretation: if stationary averages of energetic quantities
are written, one obtains
〈wp〉 = 1
2ρ0c2
ˆ +∞
−∞
Spp(ω)dω
〈wk〉 = 1
2
ρ0
ˆ +∞
−∞
Suu(ω)dω
〈j〉 =
ˆ +∞
−∞
Spu(ω)dω
Real part of Spu is commonly called active intensity and is responsible of
the propagation of energy over its trajectories, as explained in 1.3; on the
other hand, imaginary part of Spu is called reactive intensity and gives the
amount of energy that oscillates back and forth around a point in space. For
its own deﬁnition, it is clear that the average value of reactive intensity must
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be null, since no net transport happens in a symmetric oscillation, which is
exactly reﬂected by vanishing integral of = (Spu). If one-sided quantities G
are considered instead of two sided ones S, which is always possible because
the symmetry properties of the latter ones makes relations univocal, then
deﬁnitions of mean quantities I,Q given in equations (1.3.7) and (1.3.10) as
integrals over frequency are possible. It can be demonstrated that
I =
ˆ +∞
0
Cpu(ω)dω (2.2.1)
Q =
ˆ +∞
0
Qpu(ω)dω (2.2.2)
where modulus come out from deﬁnition of I and Q . Together with one-
sided deﬁnition of autospectral pressure and velocity density, they form the
complete set to determine sound conductance and susceptance, the quantities
deﬁned in subsection 1.3.2.
Such quantities describe how each monochromatic sound wave, grou-
ped by energetic transport ([1], pp. 93-96) along the trajectory deﬁned by
(1.3.13) with energy velocity U(x(t)) contributes to sound admittance. As
showed in previous section, this task can be accomplished by correlative ana-
lysis of pressure and velocity signals, having care to consider the cross and
auto spectral densities for a zero delay time. As an extension of this ap-
proach, D'Spain [21] performed a complete analysis of the conductive part
of the admittance (1.3.21) in order to characterise the acoustic energy pro-
pagation in deep ocean. Following the notation introduced in that work,
frequency distribution of the above deﬁned z0-normalized conductance and
susceptance can be written  for the 1-D case  as follows:
ηˇ(x, ω) =
2z0Cpu(x, ω)
Gpp(x, ω) +Guu(x, ω)
=:
Nη
D
(2.2.3)
µˇ(x, ω) =
2z0Qpu(x, ω)
Gpp(x, ω) +Guu(x, ω)
=:
Nµ
D
(2.2.4)
where Cpu and Qpu are respectively the coincident and quadrature spectrum.
It is essential to note here that the time-averaged values η(x) and µ(x) appea-
ring in equations (1.3.15),(1.3.20) are obtained by a separate integration of
the numerator N and the denominator D of respectively ηˇ(x, ω) and µˇ(x, ω)
over the common frequency range ∆ω characterising the phenomenon under
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investigation, i.e. explicitly
η(x) =
2z0
∣∣´
∆ω Cpu(x, ω)dω
∣∣´
∆ω
[
Gpp(x, f) + z20Guu(x, ω)
]
dω
(2.2.5)
µ(x) =
2z0
∣∣´
∆ω Qpu(x, ω)dω
∣∣´
∆ω
[
Gpp(x, f) + z20Guu(x, ω)
]
dω
(2.2.6)
σ¯(x) = η(x) + iµ(x)
=
∣∣´
∆ω (Nη(x, ω) + iNµ(x, ω)) dω
∣∣´
∆ωD(x, ω)dω
(2.2.7)
But for particular studies, among which an example is given in section 4.2
where the frequency range of interest was ﬁxed in the range f = [85, 580]
Hz due to the cut-oﬀ frequency of the tube bounding the sound ﬁeld, in
general the overall frequency range of measurements should coincide with
the acoustic band of the sound source.
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Chapter 3
Calibration of p-u probes
3.1 Intensimetric probes: an overview
The experimental study of air particle velocity started many years later than
the acoustic pressure one, mainly because of the lacking of a proper sensor
that could measure it. It was in fact only in the late seventies that ﬁrst
intensimetric probes were developed by assembling two phase-matched pres-
sure microphones, able to indirectly measure particle velocity with pressure
gradient technique. Later, other sensors based on diﬀerent transduction
principles were born, but nearly none of them proved to be eﬃcient enough
for a wide scale employment, leaving p-p probe (as it is usually called) the
only reliable instrument for intensimetric measurements . Among former p-
u probes, called in this way because they directly measure particle velocity,
some were based on ultrasound beams that determined velocity through Dop-
pler eﬀect (Fig. 3.1.1), while others used in the same way two laser beams
[22]. Instruments just mentioned, and traditional p-p probe as well, have
however some disadvantages, one of which is represented by sizeable magni-
tudes, at least compared to wavelength of high frequencies sound ﬁelds. Even
if it is completely negligible in a lot of situations, this limitation may become
critical in others, for example if pressure and velocity have to be measured
very near to a source or to a boundary element, or when measurements in
small cavities or ducts are required1.
A new generation p-u probes started to be developed and commercially
distributed around mid-nineties [23] (Fig. 3.1.2). Particle velocity MEMS
sensor of this instrument is based on hot wire anemometry, a measurement
principle already well known, but adapted for linear acoustics by the coupling
of two thin wires. Wind caused by oscillatory motion of air particle under
the eﬀect of sound wave alters the temperature of both wires, causing a
measurable variation in electrical resistance whose diﬀerence is proportional
to velocity. This way, information about direction as well as magnitude is
1One example will be given also in this work, in section 4.2
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Figure 3.1.1: Examples of p-p and p-u ultrasonic 1D probes.
Figure 3.1.2: p-u probe: the new generation
available and sensitivity is enhanced, since diﬀerential measurements tend
to be more precise and less aﬀected by thermal self noise.
P-p and last generation p-u functioning principles pros and cons will be
the topic of this section.
3.1.1 p-p intensity probes
This kind of intensity probe consists of a pair of phase-matched pressure
microphones (see ﬁgure 3.1.3) which measure pressure in two distinct points
and determine air particle velocity component, along instrument axis, by
ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation. Starting from early 1980s, face-to-face conﬁ-
guration was favoured, because it was experimentally demonstrated that it
increased the working bandwidth [24], and nowadays such instruments are
the only ones oﬃcially recognised for intensity measurements. Vector probes
are composed by three microphone pairs oriented orthogonally and represent
the most evolute instrument of this kind for intensimetric measurements.
As was written above, p-p probe allows to perform the indirect measure-
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Figure 3.1.3: Example of axial p-p intensity probe: microphones are in face-
to face conﬁguration
ment of the particle velocity. Named for simplicity a and b two points where
the microphones are placed, pressure is obtained with a simple spatial mean
p(x, t) = 1/2 (p(xa, t) + p(xb, t)), while it is possible to estimate velocity in
the middle point using ﬁnite approximation of Euler's relation (1.1.4)
ρ0
∂u
∂t
= −∇p
ui(x, t) = − 1
ρ0
ˆ t
−∞
∂p(x, τ)
∂xi
dτ
' − 1
ρ0 |xb − xa|i
ˆ t
−∞
(p(xb, τ)− p(xa, τ)) dτ (3.1.1)
Usual intensity measurements in a given direction nˆ are obtained then by
pressure signals from theoretical formula by substitution:
In(t) = pun =
pb(t) + pa(t)
2ρ0d
ˆ t
−∞
(pb(τ)− pa(τ)) dτ
where spatial dependency was omitted for simplicity and d = |xb − xa|nwas
introduced. Generally, however mean value of intensity is more interesting
than instantaneous one:
〈In〉t = 〈pun〉t =
1
2ρ0d
lim
T→∞
1
2T
ˆ T
−T
[
(pb(t) + pa(t))
ˆ t
−∞
(pb(τ)− pa(τ)) dτ
]
dt.
(3.1.2)
Remembering that 〈pa〉t = 〈pb〉t = 0, and so also their time integration,
equation (3.1.2) can be simpliﬁed in the following expression ([1], pg. 92):
〈In〉t = −
1
ρ0d
lim
T→∞
1
2T
ˆ T
−T
[
pa(t)
ˆ t
−∞
pb(τ)dτ
]
dt
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In frequency domain integration over time is substituted by 1/iω: velocity
assumes the following expression
un(x, ω) =
p(xb, ω)− p(xa, ω)
iωρ0d
and mean intensity is given by integration over frequency of cross-spectrum,
as explained in section 2.2:
〈In〉 =
ˆ ∞
−∞
Spu(f)df =
ˆ ∞
−∞
< [Spu(f)] df
since cross-spectrum is the Fourier's transform of cross-correlation function
(Spu(f) = F (Rpu(τ))), a real function, integration over frequency of its ima-
ginary part gives a null contribution. For harmonic signals, it can be written
in terms of pressure signals Fourier transforms thanks to analytic relation
given in equation (1.3.1):
〈In〉 = P1P2(φ1 − φ2)
2ρ0ωd
provided, of course that ﬁnite diﬀerence approximation holds true, that is
φ1−φ2  1. Here P1, φ1, P2, φ2 are magnitude and phase of pressure signals
transforms, measured by the two microphones.
Since ﬁnite approximation of spatial diﬀerentiation plays a crucial role in
the calculation of the particle velocity with this instrument, distance between
microphones must be wisely chosen: an increase in the frequency means
shorter wavelengths, so typical distances of 12 ∼ 25 mm are good for low or
mid frequencies. For λ comparable with d, i.e. f ≈ 10 kHz, a great portion
of wavelength is included between the microphones, so the approximation is
no longer valid for geometric reason. This cutoﬀ would happen even earlier,
about an octave lower, but diﬀraction and scattering phenomena for face-
to-face conﬁguration tend to counterbalance the error of ﬁnite distance, as
it was experimentally demonstrated [25]. For frequencies lower than about
80 Hz, another problem occurs, which is quite the opposite of the one exposed
above, as expectable. In this case the wavelength is so much longer than the
distance d that diﬀerences between measured signals pa, pb are at the same
order of instrument noise, losing therefore their physical meaning. The only
option for low-frequencies measurements is then to increase the distance
between sensors: generally, for standard probes, 50 mm is a good value.
Another most important feature of p-p probes is the microphones phase
responses: theory in fact takes for granted that microphones are ideally equal,
an hypothesis that can be translated in the constraint that pressure responses
must be as similar in magnitude and phase as possible, for every frequency.
Magnitude is usually not big deal, preampliﬁers or microphones themselves
can be tuned to obtain the desired result, but phase is a more painful
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issue. Unless the signals are corrected, phase match has to be as good as
possible, which means that microphones for intensity probes must be chosen
a priori with a phase response as similar as possible: state of the art sound
intensity microphones are matched to a maximum phase response diﬀerence
of 0.05° below 250 Hz and a phase diﬀerence proportional to the frequency
above 250 Hz say, 0.2° at 1 kHz. The proportionality to the frequency is
a consequence of the fact that phase mismatch in this frequency range is
caused by diﬀerences between the resonance frequencies and the damping of
the two microphones.
Error in velocity, or more generally in energetic measurements, depend
not only on the physical features of the probe, such as sensitivity diﬀerences
of the two microphones or their phase mismatch, but also on the very acoustic
ﬁeld measured, which can make physical errors either totally negligible or
very important. Since in the last chapter a sound power measurement where
p-p probe was used will be reported and apart from that application this
kind probe was never used, this issue won't be considered here. Just to
mention, usually an estimation of the probe systematic error is given by
Pressure-Intensity index δpI =: Lp − L|I| dB.
3.1.2 p-u intensity probes
Contrary to p-p ones, p-u probes combine two totally independent sensors
for pressure and air velocity measurements: among diﬀerent kinds available,
just mentioned at the beginning of this section, this work is focused on the
one invented, created and commercialised by Microﬂown Technologies, which
couples to a canonical pressure microphone one or more velocity sensors.
The Microﬂown is an acoustic sensor measuring particle velocity instead
of sound pressure across two tiny: in ﬂuid dynamics, the motion of gas
or liquid particles is called a ﬂow, hence the name Microﬂown, which is
sensitive to the movement of air rather than pressure. The Microﬂown was
invented in 1994 at the University of Twente, the Netherlands [23, 26]. All
information about the sensor which will be here reported are taken from
scientiﬁc documentation distributed by producing company[27].
Working principle, qualitative model
The transducer resembles a micro machined hot wire anemometer, but it is
based on two heated extremely thin strips. A typical sensor is about 1 mm
wide, 2 mm long and 300µm thick (see Fig. 3.1.4). The two ultra thin pla-
tinum wires resistors that act as temperature sensors (see Fig. 3.1.4) are
200 nm thin and 10µm wide, which means the instrument belongs to MEMS
technologies, and are powered by an electrical current causing them to heat
up. If no particle velocity is present, both sensors will have a typical opera-
tional temperature of about 200ºC to 400ºC and all the heat is transferred
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Figure 3.1.4: Picture of Microﬂown sensor with electron microscope
in the surrounding air. When particle velocity (sound) propagates orthogo-
nally across the wires, it asymmetrically alters the temperature distribution
around the resistors: since an increase of the temperature of the sensors
leads to an increase of the resistance and vice versa, the resulting resistance
diﬀerence provides a broad band (0 Hz up to at least 20 kHz, according to
the company) linear and with a typical ﬁgure of eight directionality that
is proportional to the particle velocity up to sound levels of 135 dB. The
lower (noise) detectable level is in the order of . 20 · 10−9 m/s = 20 nm/sRMS
for 1 Hz bandwidth around 1 kHz, while the maximum one is about1 m/s
RMS. Low Frequency Sensitivity (LFS) is the sensitivity determined at
250 Hz and represents the most practical value because at lower frequencies
(f < 100 Hz) and higher frequencies (f > 1 kHz) the sensitivity decreases,
as it will be explained below.
When sound wave crosses the Microﬂown sensor, a ﬁrst order approxi-
mation shows no cooling down of the sensors: particle velocity causes the
temperature distribution of both wires to alter and the total temperature
distribution, because it is a linear system, is simply the sum of the tempera-
ture distribution of the two single wires. Due to the convective heat transfer
however, the upstream sensor is heated less by the downstream sensor and
vice versa (Fig. 3.1.5): thanks to this operation principle, the Microﬂown
can also distinguish between positive and negative velocity direction.
Two forms of heat transport play a role: heat diﬀusion and convection
(radiation is negligible). For large wires spacing, the heat transfer due to
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Figure 3.1.5: Temperature proﬁle near the wires perturbed by a sound wave.
convection does not inﬂuence the sensor and because of this the temperature
of the wires will be diminished in the same way, causing no output signal. On
the other hand, if the wires are brought very close to each other, almost no
temperature diﬀerences are possible, because a temperature diﬀerence would
result in a relatively large diﬀusion heat transfer in the opposite direction.
At low frequencies the sensitivity of this particle velocity transducer in-
creases 6 dB per octave; between 100 Hz and 1 kHz the frequency response
is relatively ﬂat; at higher frequencies the sensitivity of the Microﬂown is de-
creasing. This high-frequency roll-oﬀ is caused by diﬀusion eﬀects (to which
the time it takes for heat to travel from one wire to the other is related).
The eﬀect can be estimated by a ﬁrst order low pass frequency response that
has a (diﬀusion) corner frequency in the order of 1 kHz. The second high
frequency roll-oﬀ is caused by the ﬁnite heat capacity (thermal mass) and
shows an exact ﬁrst order low pass behaviour that has a heat capacity corner
frequency, usually in the order of 8 kHz to 20 kHz. In 2000 Svetovoy and
Winter developed a mathematical model of the operation principle of the
Microﬂown that predicted two high frequency corner frequencies [28]. This
mathematical model was based on two boundary layers, i.e. the practical de-
vice as it is used now. On the other hand, low frequency sensitivity increase
was ﬁrst measured from later calibration, around 2004, so this behaviour has
not been physically modelled yet, although it is believed to be referable to
the thermal boundary layer on the wires.
The frequency response of a Microﬂown can be then approximated by :
out(f) =
LFS√
1 +
f2c1
f2
√
1 + f
2
f2c2
√
1 + f
2
f2c3
(3.1.3)
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where LFS is the Low Frequency Sensitivity, determined at 250Hz.
A model involving electric network and based to the same physical be-
haviours provided also a phase response, which is given by:
phase(f) = arctan
C1
f
− arctan f
C2
− arctan f
C3
(3.1.4)
where the constants C1, C2, C3 are in ﬁrst approximation the same as the
corner frequencies fc1, fc2, fc3.
3.2 General methodology of p-u probe calibration
3.2.1 Formalization of the problem
As known from textbooks on measurement processes [29, 30], the link be-
tween a physical quantity under measurement g and its measured value
g ∈ R2 in a certain system of units is given by the adimensional ratios
g =
g
[g]
(3.2.1)
where [g] is a "sample"  i.e. a physical quantity having the same physical
nature of g  adopted by international standards to serve as the measurement
unit of g. This very fundamental and universal physical model is the basis
for any calibration methodology and will now be considered from the point
of view of the more reﬁned theory of measurement processes based on the
convolution operation * as sketched for instance in [13]. A complete and
detailed treatment of the theory of distributions with applications can be
found in [31].
When any physical quantity g is measured by a certain instrument M
yielding a measured signal gm, and the link between g and gm is linear,
continuous, and invariant under time translations, then the measurement
process can be represented, from a mathematical point of view, with a dis-
tribution m characterizing M :
gm(t) = (m*g)(t) =:
ˆ +∞
−∞
m(τ)g(t− τ)dτ. (3.2.2)
Combining this statement with Eq. 3.2.1, a careful normalization of the
measurement process (m*g)(t) has to be done, by considering
´ +∞
−∞ m(τ)dτ
as an adimensional quantity and then choosing the normalization constant
as N = [g]
´ +∞
−∞ m(τ)dτ , a quantity that possesses the same physical di-
mensions of the quantity under measurement and takes into account the
2From now on physical quantities will be written in italics, while roman letters refer
to the associated numerical values and will always be followed by the relative unit of
measurement, if they refer to a particular physical quantity.
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non-transparency of the instrument itself. This way, in fact, any measured
quantity g(t) can be written in terms of the normalized convolution as
g(t) =
1
N
(m*g)(t) ≡
´ +∞
−∞ m(τ)g(t− τ)dτ)
[g]
´ +∞
−∞ m(τ)dτ
(3.2.3)
The most intuitive case is the ideal measurement process, when the convolu-
tion kernel m(τ) coincides with the Dirac's distribution: m(τ) ≡ δ(τ). Ap-
plying the fundamental properties of Dirac's delta distribution to Eq. 3.2.2,
relation given by Eq. 3.2.1 is re-obtained. However, generally m(τ) 6= δ(τ):
kernel m has then to be experimentally determined. Theoretically, it can
be achieved by feeding the instrument with a unit impulse of the physical
quantity under measurement and registering its impulse response.
In most cases response of the measuring device does not always have the
same physical nature of the input signal, so a diﬀerent normalization process
is required in order to perform the correct measurement process3. When
sound pressure p(t) is measured by a microphone, Eq. 3.2.2 gives
p˜(t) = (m*p)(t) =
ˆ +∞
−∞
m(τ)p(t− τ)dτ (3.2.4)
where p˜(t) = p˜(t) V is the "analogue" quantity of p(t) = p(t) Pa. This
time the quantity
´ +∞
−∞ m(τ)dτ has physical dimension given by the ratio
p˜(t)/p(t), in the considered case V/Pa. As with the homogeneous case, nor-
malization constant S can be obtained measuring a pressure impulse.
S =
ˆ +∞
−∞
m(t)dt
V
Pa
. (3.2.5)
Constant S is usually called sensitivity of the microphone and allows to re-
scale the output signal from the microphone to the same gauge of the input
quantity measured in Pa , or in formulas:
p(t)Pa =
[
S−1
Pa
V
]
[p˜(t) V] ⇔ p(t) = S−1p˜(t). (3.2.6)
The general problem of the calibration of any sensor just consists in the
experimental determination of S. The rigorous experimental determination
of S is called the absolute or primary calibration of the sensor and is usu-
ally done by the reciprocity technique. Alternatively, S can be determined
by simply comparing the readings of the instrument under calibration with
those given by an already calibrated one through a trial and error measure-
ment process in equal reference conditions [32]. This process is known as
3Acoustic measurements behave so: measured acoustical quantities, obtained with
acousto-electrical transducers like microphones, are electric signals given in Volts
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comparison calibration and is the usual one adopted in practice for micro-
phones.
In the case of diﬀerent sensors, such as p-u sound intensity probes  i.e.
an assemblage of two diﬀerent and non-homogeneous sensors  this strategy
can be adopted only for the built-in pressure microphone: the calibration
of acoustic particle velocity sensors is in fact nowadays still diﬃcult due
to the lack of standardized sensors to compare with. Despite this, as it
will be explained in the next subsection, calibration by comparison can be
still carried out, though indirectly, imposing the right relationship between
the output reading from the velocity sensor and the pressure one when the
probe is exposed to a reference sound ﬁeld of known impedance (relative
calibration). However, this relative calibration process requires in general
the accomplishment of two preliminary steps:
1. a linearity check between output signals of the pressure (PT) and ve-
locity (VT) probe transducers, in a reference ﬁeld, in order to establish
the working acoustic bandwidth of the sound intensity probe;
2. the calibration of the built-in pressure microphone by comparison with
a one, having a certiﬁed ﬂat frequency responseover the working fre-
quency range, in order to cancel out the sensitivity deviations of the
PT .
These two steps will be detailed respectively in subsection 3.3.3 and sub-
section 3.4.1 using a progressive plane wave as a reference ﬁeld, while the
general methodology for relative calibration of p-u sound intensity probes
will now follow.
3.2.2 Identiﬁcation and relative calibration of an axial p-u
probe in a known impedance wave ﬁeld
Any p-u axial intensimetric probe is a complex sensor, built-up by assembling
on a single support a pressure and an air particle velocity transducer, each
one having of course its own sensitivity with respect to the corresponding
input signal. Calling Sp = p˜/p the sensitivity of the sound pressure transducer
(PT) and Sv = u˜/u the one of the air particle velocity transducer (VT). If
both PT and VT were ideal sensors, their sensitivities would be constant over
the frequency range considered and the calibration process would be quite
easy. After having deﬁned the working frequency range and the pressure
sensitivity Sp by direct comparison with a reference microphone (step 1 and
two given ad the end of the previous subsection), Sv could be found from
the theoretically known Z(ω) and the experimentally measured Z˜(ω) speciﬁc
impedances:
Z(ω) =
P (ω)
U(ω)
=
S−1p P˜ (ω)
S−1u U˜(ω)
=
Su
Sp
Z˜(ω)
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where P (ω) = F(p(ω)) and U(ω) = F(u(t)). Sv is given simply inverting
the ﬁrst-order relation above:
Sv = Sp
(
Z(ω)
Z˜(ω)
)
=
[
Sp
V
Pa
]
· [C rayl]
where C = Z(ω)/Z˜(ω) is a real constant and 1 rayl = 1 Pa·s/m. In fact, if PT and
VT are really ideal, no variation in amplitude (apart from a constant factor)
or phase will be introduced passing from acoustic quantities p, u to relative
measured signals p˜, u˜, so the ratio Z/Z˜ is constant and does not depend
on frequency. This ratio can therefore be measured for a single frequency,
using a pure tone excitation as happens with microphone calibration with
pistonphone or other calibrators.
Unfortunately, neither PTs nor VTs are ideal sensors, being their sen-
sitivity dependent from frequency. Thus, a more general process is needed
in order to get Sv, called here relative calibration, taking into account both
PT and VT transfer functions. This process consists of two logical steps
which are not necessarily sequential in time. The ﬁrst is the comparison
calibration of the PT with a reference pressure microphone. Diﬀerently to
the common practice using a single-frequency comparison, this step has now
to be extended to the whole calibration acoustic bandwidth of the probe un-
der test so to allow the amplitude realignment of the PT frequency response
over the ﬂat response of the reference microphone. The second step is the
relative adjustment of the VT transfer function (magnitude and phase) over
the calibrated PT one. This adjustment can be quantiﬁed in terms of a
frequency dependent complex function, called here correction function, and
indicated with Γ(ω). Given the relative nature of the correction function Γ
(see Eq. (3.2.13)), its determination can be calculated whether the compar-
ison calibration process of the PT probe has been already executed or not.
This is possible because the output of the PT calibration only operates on
the p(t) amplitude spectrum, without aﬀecting its phase properties, and the
amplitude realignment is automatically accounted for when VT sensitivity
Sv(ω) is determined. In fact, it turns out that this latter quantity is obtained
simply dividing Sp(ω) with the magnitude of the correction function Γ(ω),
i.e.
Su(ω) =
Sp(ω)
|Γ(ω)|
V
ms−1
(3.2.7)
This formula, deﬁning the magnitude of the p-u calibration ﬁlter, will be
derived in detail in subsection 3.4.2 and its calculation ends the relative
calibration process. The physical meaning of Eq. 3.2.7 may be understood
considering that Su(ω) is the conversion factor that for each single angular
frequency ω associates the voltage value to a velocity ﬁeld using the same
voltage scale of pressure transducer PT, scaled of course by a factor 1/ρ0c.
An example is perhaps more plain: if Sp associates at a certain frequency a
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1 V signal to a pressure value of 1 Pa, Sv at the same frequency will transform
a measured 1 V signal to a velocity value of 1/ρ0c Pa/rayl ≈ 2.4Ö10−3 m/s at
15 °C.
Let's now outline the model of the relative calibration algorithm: called
pm and um respectively the measurements of true acoustic pressure p and air
particle velocity u; moreover, whenever a quantity or its associated measure
is taken in a reference ﬁeld it will have 0 as a superscript. For instance,
true signals from pressure and velocity waveforms under measurement in
any reference model ﬁeld will be indicated with p0(t) and u0(t), while p0m(t)
and u0m(t) will be the measured signals in the same ﬁeld. Then, following
this notation, links between measured and true signals are given by the
convolutions deﬁned in equation (3.2.2)
p0m(t) = (mp ∗ p0)(t), u0m(t) = (mu ∗ u)(t), (3.2.8)
In circular frequency ω domain, convolutions become algebraic products of
complex distributions:
P 0m(ω) = Mp(ω)P
0(ω), U0m(ω) = Mu(ω)U
0(ω), (3.2.9)
where each couple of small and capital letters in Eq. 3.2.8 and Eq. 3.2.9
corresponds to quantities related by a Fourier transform. From Eq. 3.2.9
transfer functions of pressure and velocity sensors can be easily found as:
Mp(ω) =
(
P 0m
P 0
)
(ω), Mu =
(
U0m
U0
)
(3.2.10)
Now, sinceMp(ω) andMu(ω) only depend on the sensor internal features and
not on the characteristics of the particular acoustic ﬁeld under measurement,
Eq. 3.2.9 can be extended to every general sound ﬁeld, obtaining:
Pm(ω) = Mp(ω)P (ω), Vm(w) = Mu(ω)V (ω).
Thus, if the probe, identiﬁed with the couple of transfer functions (Mp,Mu)
deﬁned by Eq. 3.2.10, is used to measure pressure and velocity in any point x
of any unknown sound ﬁeld, the link between true values under measurement
and measured ones is given by:
Pm(ω) =
(
P 0m
P 0
)
P (ω), Um(ω) =
(
U0m
U0
)
U(ω), (3.2.11)
where the dependence on frequency has been dropped for simplifying the
notation. However, the two equations in (3.2.11) are not independent one
from another and can be always packed into a single equation: pressure
and velocity wave ﬁelds are in fact linearly related by the acoustic Euler's
equation. The ratio of the two equations (3.2.11) is then
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Z(x, ω) =
Z0
Z0m
Zm(x, ω) (3.2.12)
where x is the measurement point in a general ﬁeld. This important relation-
ship states that the ratio between true and measured speciﬁc impedances is
independent from the particular sound ﬁeld and thus can be used to identify
any p-u probe. Equation (3.2.12) prescribes also the general experimental
procedure for the relative calibration of any axial intensimetric probe. True
impedance operator Z in any general sound ﬁeld can be obtained by the
non-calibrated measure of it Zm times a correction function
Γ(ω) =
Z0
Z0m
(3.2.13)
calculated from experimental data collected in the reference ﬁeld. As for-
mula (3.2.13) states, relative correction function is obtained once the speciﬁc
impedance is measured at a given point of the reference ﬁeld, where its true
value is known, usually from theory. It is also worth noting that correction
function Γ(ω) is independent from the choice of the reference ﬁeld. This de-
gree of freedom can be conveniently exploited to implement the calibration
facility.
Relative calibration process ends dividing true pressure signal P (x, ω)
by corrected speciﬁc impedance Z(x, ω) = Γ(ω)Zm(x, ω) calculated from
Eq. (3.2.13) and Eq. (3.2.12), getting the true velocity signal, which in the
frequency domain looks like
V (x, ω) =
P (x, ω)
Z(x, ω)
. (3.2.14)
Here P (x, ω) = S−1p (ω) |Pm(ω)| eiΦp . The real function Sp(ω) is the
frequency dependent PT sensitivity which can be determined comparing di-
rectly the PT signal output with one given by a reference microphone of
ﬂat response in a wide band calibration ﬁeld. This means that the relative
calibration process of any p-u probe is always aﬀected by a systematic error
depending on the precision of the PT comparison calibration. We are ﬁnally
in the position of calculating Sp(ω) according to Eq. (3.2.7). This will be
done explicitly in subsection 3.4.2.
3.2.3 P-U probes calibration: state of the art
p-u intensity probes calibration is a still interesting and open issue: some
works and possible solutions appeared in the last years, following in general
the methodology explained in the previous section, even if exceptions are
present in literature [33]. The method is simple only in theory, since there
are very few cases where acoustic impedance can be considered known, corre-
sponding mainly to ideal cases. The procedures presented up to now consist
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in experimentally recreate either free ﬁeld conditions, in anechoic chambers
as well as in common rooms, or a standing wave ﬁeld in wave guides.
Free ﬁeld calibration
If a point source produce a sound in a free ﬁeld, speciﬁc sound admittance
will be given by the relation
Y =
1
ρ0c
(
1 +
1
ikr
)
(3.2.15)
where k is the wave number and r is the distance of the probe from the
source. Of course, this expression is true if the sound source can be con-
sidered an emitting monopole at all frequencies, which means big distance
between loudspeaker and probe, and no reﬂection or standing modes are ex-
cited, making the use of particular equipment and an anechoic environment
necessary. Alternatively, near ﬁeld measurements can be done, provided that
monopole approximation holds: possible solution are using a large plane baf-
ﬂe with a small hole, even if its ﬁnite dimensions will produce unwanted edge
reﬂections, or enclosing the loudspeaker inside a spherical bae. In both
cases equation (3.2.15) has to be modiﬁed, as described by Jacobsen and in
[7]. In the latter conﬁguration it is possible to perform a good calibration
also for shorter distances between source and probe, so letting the whole pro-
cess to be possibly done even in normal environments. Direct sound in fact
becomes leading near the source, or reﬂections can be detected and deleted
applying appropriate windowing functions to the recorded signals. If it works
for medium and high frequencies, low ones represents a problem in case of
non-anechoic spaces: to solve this issue, Basten and de Bree proposed a two-
step calibration [8]. In their work, for frequency higher than 1 kHz they used
the already explained method based on admittance theoretical knowledge
and a loudspeaker enclosed in a spherical bae as source, while for lower
ones they measured pressure inside the sphere: if the wavelength is much
bigger than the diameter of the sphere, pressure inside the enclosure will be
proportional to the membrane displacement. Taking its time derivative, a
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relation between pressure inside the sphere pin ad velocity of membrane un
can be written:
un = − iωV0
γA0patm
pin
where V0 is the volume of the enclosure, A0 is the area of the moving surface,
patm is the ambient pressure and γ is the adiabatic index. Air particle
velocity utheo(r) can be expressed as a function of r, un and f , so velocity
correction function can be directly obtained measuring pin with a reference
microphone and uexp(r): Su(ω) is given by the ratio utheory/uexp.
Apart from calibration in a large anechoic room, the main disadvantage
of the methods here presented is the change of conﬁguration for high and
low frequencies, which inevitably may introduce uncertainties and reduce the
repeatability of the calibration process. Despite this, they provide fairly good
results even in environments with reﬂections, so probes can be calibrated
almost everywhere, being the only equipment needed the spherical sound
source and a reference microphone
Standing wave ﬁeld calibration
Standing wave tube is the ﬁrst approach to calibration this kind of probes
to have been developed [34] and it is still widely used. This method is based
on the known relation between pressure and velocity in a standing plane
wave ﬁeld. In one dimension, limited ﬁeld such as a wave guide, relation is
given by:
Y (x) =
i
ρ0c
tan (k (l − x))
where k is the wave number, l the extension of the domain and x is the
position in which pressure and velocity are calculated. This function however
has the great disadvantage of not having neither a lower limit nor a higher
one, so it is not properly suitable to determine a calibration curve for all
frequencies. Solution of this problem was found considering another ratio
between pressure and velocity, each one calculated at diﬀerent points: u(x)
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can in fact be related to pressure measured at the end of the wave guide, p(l),
and this spatial propagated admittance also can be analytically expressed
as
u(x)
p(l)
=
i
ρ0c
sin (k (l − x))
with the obvious advantage of having a limited function.
As just mentioned, this method is experimentally realized with Kundt's
tube technique, usually adopted to determine absorbance coeﬃcient of ma-
terials: at one end a loudspeaker excites the environment with a broad band
signal, while at the other a reﬂective panel ensures that the ﬁeld is almost
entirely composed of standing plane wave. A small hole allows a reference
microphone to be inserted in the reﬂective panel for p(l) measurement. Re-
sults obtained can be used either to directly build an experimental correction
curve or as the starting point of a ﬁt process using analytical functions of the
Microﬂown theoretical model, given by equations (3.1.3) and (3.1.4); usually
this last option is preferable, since it leads to more robust results.
This method is very easy-to-do and, diﬀerently from free ﬁeld procedure,
does not depend on the particular environment because of the use of a wave
guide; equipment is low cost and has reduced dimensions (70 cm is the
length of the long tube, while 30 cm is the short tube commercialized by
Microﬂown Technologies itself). However, bandwidth is limited to about 4
kHz for geometric reasons (transverse dimensions of wave guide), since it has
to be used for 1/2′′probes.
3.2.4 Calculation of the correction curve for progressive plane
wave reference ﬁelds
The choice of the progressive plane wave ﬁeld as a reference condition is
based on acoustic simplicity, even if its practical implementation required a
very special facility. As very well known, in this situation speciﬁc impedance
is purely resistive and is represented by a real constant, independent from
the position and equal to characteristic impedance air impedance z0
Z0(ω) =
P 0
V 0
= z0 = ρ0c (3.2.16)
where ρ0 is the unperturbed air density and c is the sound velocity. For
this reference ﬁeld correction function given in equation (3.2.13) is simply
calculated as
Γ(ω) =
Z0m(ω)
ρ0c
(3.2.17)
This function identiﬁes any single p-u probe and has to be applied to succes-
sive measurements of acoustic impedance made with the same probe, in any
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Figure 3.3.1: Progressive plane wave calibration apparatus: a) acoustic
waveguide installed in the LARIX Lab of the University of Ferrara; b) sound
source assembled with a bi-conical loudspeaker coupled to a trombone bell;
c) probe mounting system for 1/4” microphones located at calibration point
15m far from the source.
other general ﬁeld condition, in order to get the correct value of the acoustic
operator Z(w) given by Eq. 3.2.12.
3.3 Progressive plane wave calibration setup
The main idea behind the here exposed p-u probe calibration is to use an
even simpler acoustic ﬁeld than the ones given in previous methods: the
progressive plane wave one. Using an idea of Wolfe for a reference in the
measurement of ﬂute impedance [35], a long, narrow one dimensional wave
guide was built. In the following details will be given. This is a somehow
conclusive point of a study which required several years and whose steps are
given in [36, 37, 38, 39, 40].
3.3.1 Experimental implementation and acoustical charac-
terization of the wave-guide facility
As seen from Figure 3.3.1 a), the LARIX laboratory consists in a 100 m
long underground tunnel, which assures a weak dependence of the internal
thermodynamic parameters from climatic changes over diﬀerent period of
the year. For example, an external variation of over 15 °Cof temperature
over three months and about 30 %of relative humidity, quantities which air
density, speed of sound and air impedance consequently depend on, led to
a variation of about 0.9 °C (from 16.8 to 17.7 °C) and 10% humidity (from
67% to 76%).
The calibration reference ﬁeld has been generated using a Tannoy®
bi-conical loudspeaker, coupled to the wave guide through an impedance
adapter (a modiﬁed tenor trombone, see Figure 3.3.1-b). This system is es-
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Figure 3.3.2: Transfer function magnitude (V/V) between pressure signal
measured at diﬀerent points and loudspeaker input signal from power am-
pliﬁer. a) microphone is placed in front of the trombone;
sential to provide a good sound radiation into the wave guide in the whole
frequency range from 20Hz to 20kHz, as it can be seen in Figure 3.3.2,
where transfer function magnitude between pressure measured in front to
the trombone end and Tannoy® loudspeaker input signal is reported. At
the measure point a small hole with a customized mount (Fig. 3.3.1-c)) al-
lows a measure of the acoustic ﬁelds both with the probe under test, in this
work a Microﬂown PU match, and the reference microphone, quarter-inch
B&K type 4939.
Transfer function magnitude with the microphone located along the wave
guide at about 6.5 m and 17.5 m from the adapter end (source terminal), is
shown in Figure 3.3.3. From the comparison of frequency responses reported
in Figures 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, it seems that the whole wave guide system acts
as a low pass ﬁlter, as expected for a progressive sound wave travelling in a
guide.
The main issue now is to check whether the model ﬁeld of progressive
plane wave is reproduced with suﬃcient precision in the experimental appa-
ratus. Two are the main constraints which has to be taken into account for
a good approximation:
1. The wave ﬁeld has to remain one-dimensional for a frequency range as
wide as possible, theoretically for the whole audible bandwidth.
2. No stationary modes are to be induced, guaranteeing this way the
progressivity of the reproduced ﬁeld.
Both conditions are inﬂuenced by geometry of the wave guide, in particular
its dimensions: wave front must be in fact constant for displacements ortho-
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Figure 3.3.3: Transfer function, given in terms of power spectral density,
measured inside the wave guide at about 6.5 m (black, solid curve) and17.5 m
(red,dashed curve) from source. Scale is in dB rel to max.
gonal to the wave propagation. Provided that it is equivalent to state that no
transverse modes have to be excited, it gives an upper limit for the minimum
wavelength of the calibration ﬁeld, equal roughly to twice the transverse di-
mension of the guide itself. Having chosen a circular section for the wave
guide, from ([10], pp. 509-511) cutoﬀ frequencies for transverse modes are
given by formula
fmn = αmn
c
2b
where c is the speed of sound, b the radius of the duct and αmn are the
solutions of the boundary condition equation J ′(piα) = 0 for rigid walls;
J represents a Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind. First mode to be excited,
α10 = 0.5861, has a cutoﬀ frequency, for a radius of 9mm, equal to
f10 = 0.5861
c
1.8 · 10−3 ' 11kHz
which thus represents the sought upper limit for the excitation ﬁeld.
Regarding the cut of possible reﬂections, the solution adopted was to
build a wave guide so long that the ﬁeld is attenuated via visco-thermal
interaction with pipe walls before a perceivable reﬂection can be created. It
was quite easy to experimentally demonstrate it, since the law of attenuation
of a sound wave travelling in a duct is well-known, as described in literature
[41, 42, 43]
Ploss [Pa/m] ' p0e−αx; α = (γ − 1 + σ)
r
√
ρ0c2Cp
piλ
√
f (3.3.1)
where:
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Figure 3.3.4: Comparison between experimental (diﬀerence of curves in ﬁgure
3.3.3) and theoretical (Eq. (3.3.1)) transfer functions between pressure at
6.5 m and 17.5 m from the source.
α is the attenuation coeﬃcient;
γ is the adiabatic index;
r is the pipe radius;
σ =
√
µCp/λ is the square root of the Prandtl number;
µ is the viscosity coeﬃcient;
λ is the thermal conductivity.
Cp is the speciﬁc heat at constant pressure
A length of 84 m, such as the guide built at LARIX, is therefore more than
enough to guarantee no sound waves travelling back: for example, the at-
tenuation coeﬃcient can be estimated in about 0.88 dB/m at 1 kHz for a pipe
radius of 9 mm. As a test for the whole frequency range, experimental and
theoretical transfer functions between two measurement points at 6.5 m and
17.5 m from the source were calculated, showing a good agreement with the-
oretical curve, as illustrated in ﬁgure 3.3.4.
The check of the ﬁeld features require instead a more detailed study, in
particular involving the use of p-u probes to consider spatial properties of
acoustic speciﬁc impedance. The theoretical value of this quantity, for pro-
gressive plane wave ﬁeld, is independent from position, real and equal to the
characteristic air impedance z0. Although, before the calibration, the raw
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Figure 3.3.5: Amplitude (a) and phase (b) of the ratio between uncalibrated
p and v signals. Black, solid lines refer to signals measured at a distance of
6.5 m from source; red dotted lines to a distance of 17.5 m.
ratio between pressure and velocity signals recorded by the given probe may
be very diﬀerent from the theoretical one, the invariance feature under spa-
tial translations must be held: therefore, experimental speciﬁc impedance
must not change if measurements are taken in diﬀerent points, whatever
the value it may assume. p and u were measured at the same points used
for results in ﬁgure 3.3.3, then amplitude and phase relations of their ratio
were compared. As ﬁgure 3.3.5 shows, the result of this test conﬁrms an
almost perfect agreement between theory and experiment. The jitter aﬀec-
ting impedance measurements at 6.5 m is caused by a reﬂection induced by
probe itself, impossible to avoid but giving no critical eﬀect upon the probe
calibration, as it will be explained later
Another fundamental aspect for a good measure in general and an accept-
able calibration procedure in particular is a suﬃciently high signal to noise
ratio. While in a more traditional environment for instrument calibration,
such as an anechoic room or a short tube, it can be predicted that the ﬂoor
noise remains quite low in the whole frequency range, a long wave guide
requires a particular attention because unwanted noise at low frequencies
could be trapped inside the wave guide and disturb the process. Although
theory ensures that nothing like that would happen, an experimental check
was conducted, recording the pressure and velocity levels with the calibra-
tion source on and oﬀ, for a time long enough to approximate the stationary
condition.
Pressure and velocity has been measured at the calibration point, located
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Figure 3.3.6: Signal-to-ﬂoor-noise ratio measured with the probe pressure
(left) and velocity (right) transducers during a typical calibration session.
at about 7m far from the source terminal, in response to the typical sine
sweep signal level used for calibration. Obtained results are reported in
ﬁgure 3.3.6, where one can clearly see that calibration measurements has
been always executed with a suﬃciently high signal-to-noise ratio. It is also
interesting to note that the systematic notch around 1.5kHz, caused by a
loss of power of the source, ad it can be noticed from ﬁgure 3.3.2, has no
signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the calibration process.
It is worthwhile to consider here that, diﬀerently from other calibration
methodologies known from literature, the present one allows a full bandwidth
calibration of p-u probes to be executed with a single measuring session, in
identical ﬁeld conditions for the whole frequency band from 20 to 10000 Hz:
a considerable advantage in terms of reliability and precision of measure,
which somewhat repays the complexity of the facility, if compare with the
spherical or the standing wave calibrators.
3.3.2 Time-domain characterization of the reference ﬁeld
In order to determine whether the 84m long wave guide with the source
at one terminal really behaves like a semi-inﬁnite 1-D environment, two
pressure impulse responses were measured in the reference ﬁeld at 6.5 m and
17.5 m far from the source. Obtained impulse responses are reported in ﬁgure
3.3.7 (a) and (b), where it can be seen that the only reﬂections measured
are caused by the probe itself when located at 6.5 m from the source. The
path diﬀerence between direct and reﬂected impulse response turns out to be
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Figure 3.3.7: Pressure impulse responses measured at 6.5 m (a) and 17.5 m
(b) from the source. The ∆x arrow marks the reﬂections due to the probe
itself.
about twice the distance between the probe and the loudspeaker: 13.5 m (see
plot (a)). The reﬂections are almost no more detectable when the receiving
point is moved to 17.5 m from the source (plot (b)). On the other hand,
there is no measurable reﬂections from the far terminal. As a matter of
fact, this terminal can be modeled as an image source located more than
150 m apart from both the measurement points so behaving  due to the
wall losses  as an anechoic terminal. This is enough to safely state that
the wave guide used for calibration fully assures the progressive character
of the plane wave reference ﬁeld, up to the cut-oﬀ frequency of ≈ 10 kHz
. It is worth to report here that, also if detectable in time domain, the
single auto-reﬂection from the 6.5 m mounted probe (see plot (a)) has no
measurable eﬀect on calibration results, since it can be deleted by the use of
an appropriate windowing function. As said above, anyway, the 6.5 m probe
location is preferable for its signal-to-noise ratio (see Fig. 3.3.6) than the
17.5 m one, and then, in spite of the reﬂections, it can be safely chosen as
the standard probe position for the calibration measurements.
3.3.3 Determination of the calibration acoustic bandwidth:
coherence
Before the relative calibration procedure is started, the determination of the
frequency range where the intensimetric probe under test correctly works is
necessary. In fact, measurements of the concatenated pressure and velocity
waveforms at the same spatial position must agree in any general ﬁeld with
linear acoustic theory: in other words, signals measured pm and vm have to
show a precise relation, regardless the calibration of the instrument. Linear
acoustics states that, since pressure and particle velocity ﬁelds are both
obtained by diﬀerentiation of the single velocity potential φ(x, t) as:
p(x, t) = −r0
∂φ
∂t
, v(x, t) = ∇φ,
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then the relation between the two observable ﬁelds p and v has to be linear
and given by the Euler's equation and the mass conservation equation. A
linearity check between the pressure and velocity sampled signals has then to
be done, in order to determine the acoustic bandwidth of the sound intensity
probe running under calibration conditions. As well known, this theoretical
requirement can be checked on pressure and velocity signals by using a dual
channel frequency analyzer by means of the coherence function γ(ω), which
in our case may be rewritten as:
γ(ω) =
√
|Spv(ω)|2
Spp(ω)Svv(ω)
(3.3.2)
where Spv(ω) is the cross-spectrum of pressure and velocity signals sampled
at the same point and Spp(ω), Svv(ω), are p and v auto-spectra. As long as
this function is equal to 1, the linearity between pressure and velocity is as-
sured, so the correct functioning of the probe is guaranteed. Thus, checking
the condition γ(ω) = 1 for any p-v probe under test using a 1-D calibra-
tion setup (i.e. within a 1-D reference ﬁeld) allows to safely determine the
frequency range where the obtained probe calibration ﬁlters are acoustically
acceptable. Figure 3.3.8 shows the [20, 11000 ] Hz coherence function of the
probe under test, measured within the acoustic wave guide in calibration con-
ditions. This result was obtained exciting the wave guide with broad band
white noise. Although the excitation signal has an upper frequency much
higher than 11 kHz, above this frequency the environment starts to behave
as a 3-D one. Then, a linearity check would include all the component of
acoustic velocity, which is out of interest for the aim of this measure. As it
can be seen, the high frequency cut-oﬀ of the acoustic band-pass ﬁlter of the
tested probe is well detectable at about 9 kHz, when the coherence function
becomes deﬁnitely lower than 1. It is worthwhile to remark here that the
sharp peaks of coherence loss found at about 1.5 kHz and 7.5 kHz have only
a residual eﬀect on calibration results as well assessed by the magnitude of
the correction function Γ(ω) reported in Figure 3.4.3.
3.4 Determination of the experimental calibration
ﬁlter and comparison with the nominal one
3.4.1 Full bandwidth comparison-calibration of the pressure
transducer
All the here reported results refer to one of the Microﬂown® PU Match
probes which is the part PT0702-04 of a system specially customized for
hyper-intensimetric applications [17] (Microﬂown® kit #133, see Figure
3.4.1).
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Figure 3.3.8: Coherence function γ(f) of the probe under test, evaluated in
calibration ﬁeld conditions.
Figure 3.4.1: The hyper-intensimetric system: detail of the twin probes
mount specially designed for the Microﬂown® kit #133 at the Acoustics
Lab of Physics Department-Imamoter, Ferrara University.
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The PT of the sound intensity probe under test is a 1/10′′ electrete micro-
phone of cylindrical shape, having  as reported in the Calibration Report by
the manufacturer [44]  a nominal sensitivity Sp(1000 Hz) = 44 mV/Pa. Any-
way, following the here proposed calibration procedure, PT sensitivity must
be realigned at each frequency against the ﬂat frequency response of a ref-
erence microphone. This frequency response, in turn, has to be determined
using an FFT analyzer previously calibrated with a known source (usually a
94 dBSPL, 1 kHz pistonphone). In our case, a 1/4
′′ B&K® type 4939 pressure
microphone was used as reference microphone and its frequency response has
been measured at the calibration point located 6.5 m from the source. The
calibration reference ﬁeld has been generated within the wave-guide using a
broad-band signal (logarithmic sine sweep) and the comparison calibration
between the B&K® pressure microphone and the Microﬂown® PT of the
probe under test has been extended at once to the [20, 10000 ]Hz frequency
range. Since the analyzer was calibrated with a pure tone of 1 kHz, the sen-
sitivity of PT was calculated comparing the power spectrum ﬁltered in the
third-octave band centered at the same frequency with the same result ob-
tained with the reference microphone. This process lead to an experimental
value of Sp(1000 Hz) = 53 mV/Pa, about 21% higher than the nominal value
given in the factory calibration report. Figure 3.4.2 shows a more general
relation than the simple comparison between tonal frequency measurements:
the diﬀerence in dB-SPL between the spectrum of the probe built-in PT and
the B&K® type 4939 one. Clearly, the zero value at 1000 Hz marks the
result of comparison calibration between the reference microphone and the
probe PT when read over the same scale of a calibrated FFT analyzer. It
is evident that the PT of the probe under test has a signiﬁcant sensitivity
loss for frequencies below 200Hz . Even if it does not aﬀect the relative
phase between the pressure and velocity signals, this regrettable feature of
the PT transducer would have of course a destructive fallout over the rela-
tive calibration process. The full bandwidth comparison calibration of the
PT transducer (i.e. the experimental determination of Sp(ω)) is a necessary
task in order to minimize the systematic error reported in Figure 3.4.2. The
eﬀect of Sp(ω) on the correction function Γ(ω) will be reported in 3.4.3.
3.4.2 Relative calibration of the velocity transducer
Relative calibration process consists mainly in determining the correction
function Γ(ω), according to Eq. (3.2.17), but taking into account that acous-
tic pressure and velocity are both transduced over the same voltage scale,
the relation has to be rewritten in the following form:
Γ(ω) =
P˜ 0m
(ρ0c)U˜0m
(3.4.1)
where now ρ0c is only a dimensionless numerical factor. This expression
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Figure 3.4.2: SPL diﬀerence between B&K microphone frequency ﬂat re-
sponse and that of the 1 kHz calibrated PT of the probe under test.
can be simply evaluated, from an experimental point of view, operating with
FFT algorithm over the synchronized responses of PT and VT. Magnitude
and phase of the function Γ(ω) for the probe n. PT0702-04 are reported in
ﬁgure 3.4.3.
Once the correction function Γ(ω) has been determined with Eq. 3.4.1,
according to Eq. 3.2.14 relative calibration process ends calculating the
calibrated velocity signal as
U(x, ω) =
P (x, ω)
Z(x, ω)
where Z(ω) = Γ(ω)Zm(ω) and P (ω) = S
−1
p (ω)P˜m(ω) is the calibrated
pressure signal. We are ﬁnally in the position of calculating the VT sen-
sitivity Su(ω) V/ms−1 given in Eq. 3.2.7. This can be done by starting
from the deﬁnition Su =: |U˜|/|U | and considering the dimensional relation
[|U |] = [|P |/ρ0c] =
[ |P˜ |
Spρ0c
]
, which converts the velocity sample equal to
2.4Ö10−2 m/s to the same voltage scale of the pressure transducer. In fact
Su =
∣∣∣U˜ ∣∣∣
|U | =

∣∣∣U˜∣∣∣∣∣∣P˜∣∣∣ VV
[Sp V
Pa
]
[ρ0c rayl] =
Spρ0c
|Z| =
Sp
|Γ|
V
ms−1
just coincides with Eq. 3.2.7, once the dependence on frequency has been
taken into account. Here |Z| indicates the magnitude of the acoustic ad-
mittance: when the pressure and velocity signals are measured on the same
voltage scale, such as in this relation, it is clearly an adimensional quan-
tity, and Eq. 3.4.1 was used in the last step. The value of VT sensi-
tivity obtained at 250 Hz as a consequence of the calibration process is
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Figure 3.4.3: Fine band magnitude (a) and phase (b) of the correction func-
tion G evaluated from Eq.3.4.1. Moving average ﬁlter of about 6% of the data
array length (200 samples over 32769) was applied to highlight the function
trend.
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Su(250 Hz) = |G(250 Hz/)|−1Sp Vms−1 = 19.4V/ms−1 . This value turns out
to be about 3% lower than the nominal one, which has been reported by
the manufacturer as LFS = 19.4V/ms−1 at 250 Hz in the factory calibration
report.
3.4.3 Analytical model: comparison between nominal and
experimentally ﬁtted calibration ﬁlters
The velocity sensitivity curve for Microﬂown sensors is given by factory in
terms of a parametric analytical function, which acts as a model of the probe.
As explained in subsection 3.1.2, two diﬀerent phenomena combine to take
account of the velocity transducer sensitivity loss at high frequencies: the
ﬁnite rate of the heat transport and the ﬁnite heat capacity of the wires.
These eﬀects, together with a low-frequency sensitivity decrease which has
been experimentally observed but still not explained, have been related by
the manufacturer to a nominal transfer function of the pressure element co-
assembled into the p-u probe, obtaining the following magnitude and phase
corrections for the velocity transducer:
UMag−corr =
1
LFS
√
1 +
(
F1
f
)2√
1 +
(
f
F2
)2√
1 +
(
f
F3
)2
VPhase−corr = − arctan
(
C1
f
)
+ arctan
(
f
C2
)
+ arctan
(
f
C3
)
(3.4.2)
Here Fi=1..3 and Ci=1..3 are the parameters (corner frequencies) character-
izing respectively the magnitude and phase of the correction ﬁlters to be
applied directly to the uncalibrated velocity signal in order to obtain the
calibrated one; LFS (Low Frequency Sensitivity) is the nominal sensitivity
of the Microﬂown VT (LFS = Su(f = 250 Hz)) for the probe under test). In
the corrections of equations (3.4.2) the corner frequencies F1 and C1 are due
to the amplitude and phase deviations of the PT from the reference micro-
phone response at low frequencies (Fig. 3.4.2). Fi=2,3 and Ci=2,3 compensate
instead the deviations typical of the VT transducer and their induced correc-
tions can be removed by turning down the control switch of the probe signal
conditioner provided by the manufacturer. This conﬁguration is called "un-
corrected" in the factory calibration report. The analog ﬁlter were clearly
disabled for the calibration procedure, since the aim is to create a digital
ﬁlter able to do this work much more precisely. From the above exposed
remarks it follows that, in order to validate our calibration methodology and
meanwhile to give a basis for a standardization of diﬀerent p-u calibration
processes, the magnitude correction of UMag−corr in Eqs. 3.4.2 has to be
compared with the experimental correction curve G(ω)/Sp(ω), where Sp(ω)
is determined by the process described in 3.4.1 and G(ω) is reported in ﬁgure
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3.4.3, while the comparison of UPhase−corr has to be done simply with the
PT phase response. However, before starting the ﬁt operation, preliminary
exams showed that a residual gain was present in the experimental correc-
tion curve, perhaps caused by slightly diﬀerent input gains of the MOTU
I/O interface. To overcome this possible source of systematic error, a mul-
tiplying constant G was added to the model function of the magnitude and
the experimental curve was ﬁrst ﬁtted by analytical curve, whose every pa-
rameter except G was ﬁxed to its nominal value. In practice, the level of
the model curve was adjusted in order to match the experimental one. The
following step was the proper ﬁt operation, where the six corner frequencies
were calculated.
Experimentally, data required few pre-operation in order to get good
results:
1. experimental Γ(f) has a liner resolution in frequency, so to avoid an
excessive weight of high frequencies over low ones a twelfth-octave ﬁlter
was applied;
2. since algorithm is sensitive to local minima, diﬀerent starting points
(diﬀerent values for Gdefault) were used, which all converged to a single
value.
Result for G determination are reported in ﬁgure 3.4.4, while the ﬁnal re-
sults of ﬁt procedure are given in ﬁgure 3.4.5. (a) and (b), where analytical
corrections from Eqs. (3.4.2) with Fi=1..3, Ci=1..3, LFS set to the nominal
values and G = 3.576 as experimentally determined in our measurements; 2)
dashed line: experimental corrections from G(w)/S(w); 3) continuous line:
analytical corrections best-ﬁtted from experimental data using Eqs. (3.4.2)
with LFS = Su(250 Hz) = 20.0 V/ms−1, G = 3.576 and the calculated pa-
rameters reported in Table 3.4.3.
As clearly seen in Figure 3.4.5(a), nominal and best-ﬁtted amplitude
ﬁlters have a very similar behaviour, diverging at most by 5 dB in magnitude
at high frequencies. These results conﬁrm the need of the low frequency
correction to cancel out PT electro-acoustic shortage and the goodness of
the Microﬂown® VT model for high frequencies but from the other hand
claim for a more precise model of the PT transducer in the low frequencies
range.
The eﬀect of using Su(ω) = Sp (1000 Hz) /|Γ(ω)|V/ms−1 instead of Su(ω) =
Sp(ω)/|Γ(ω)|V/ms−1  i.e. of excluding the full bandwidth comparison cali-
bration process of the PT from the relative calibration of VT versus PT 
in order to obtain the VT sensitivity Su(ω), whose inverse is shown in ﬁg-
ure 3.4.6. It is evident here that the only way to remove the low frequency
correction from the probe calibration ﬁlters should be that of improving the
electroacoustical quality of the PT and optimizing accordingly the factory
production process.
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Figure 3.4.4: Gain empirical determination. Blue, dashed line: experimental
curve; red, dotted line: model function without gain; black, solid line: model
curve with G = 3.576
Table 3.1: Corner frequencies found by the ﬁt algorithm, applied to experi-
mental data, compared with the nominal ones.
Parameters Nominal Experimental
LFS (V/ms−1) 20 20.0
F1 (Hz) 60 55.4
F2 (Hz) 600 740
F3 (Hz) 15000 4.01× 103
C1 (Hz) 60 41.4
C2 (Hz) 550 621
C3 (Hz) 20000 1.39× 104
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Figure 3.4.5: Amplitude (a) and phase (b) correction ﬁlters S−1u (f). Blue
dashed line: experimental ﬁlters; red dotted line: nominal ﬁlters; black solid
line: optimized ﬁlters. N.B. excitation range is from 50 Hz to 10 kHz
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Figure 3.4.6: Comparison between experimental S−1v (ω) correction in mag-
nitude (a) and phase (b) function with pressure correction for pressure trans-
ducer (blue, dashed) and without (red, dotted).
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Figure 3.4.7: Pressure (a), Acoustic velocity (b) and Intensity (c) power
spectral densities with calibrated probe. White noise was used as excitation
signal.
Finally, sound pressure and acoustic velocity level4 spectral densities,
measured at the calibration point and calibrated with the best-ﬁtted ﬁlters
are reported, for the sake of completeness, in Figure 3.4.3 (a) and (b) re-
spectively; (c) plot compares instead the sound intensity spectral density
LI = 10 log(I/I0), where I0 = 10
−12 Wm−2, obtained at each frequency with
the best-ﬁtted calibration. Here the average sound intensity I is a simple
real scalar quantity deﬁned for every single frequency ω as I = PU cos(∆φ),
as explained in section 1.3.
3.4.4 Calibration uncertainties
Calibration procedure was repeated many times in order to check repeatabi-
lity of the process, over a period of several months. Moreover, experimental
impedance Z(ω) = P (ω)/U(ω) was obtained using diﬀerent methods: impulse
responses from sine sweep technique and a direct record over about 15 s of
white noise. Finally, opposite to what was stated above, calibration was also
tried from experimental data obtained from the measurement point at 17.6
m from the source, obviously assuring that during the ﬁtting process only
range with suﬃcient SNR was taken into account. Resulting calibration
function were extremely uniform, reﬂecting the robustness of the method
here illustrated: biggest diﬀerences in magnitude were found to be less 0.4
dB for frequencies outside the range [70, 6000] Hz, while inferior to 0.15 dB
for frequencies inside it. Phase uncertainties showed on the other hand quite
an opposite behaviour, with a maximum of variance around 500 Hz of 1.4
degrees, results in line with the ones in literature.
4expressed in dB rel 4.8× 10−8 ms−1
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Chapter 4
Application of sound energetics
to power and conductance
measurements
4.1 Sound power measurements
Among the great variety of possible applications of sound energetics, the
measurement of sound power emitted from a source is surely among the
most important and classical ones. It is an absolutely standard procedure,
therefore it provides one of the best opportunities to test the behaviour of
p-u probes and their newly deﬁned calibration functions. This constitutes,
in fact, the basic idea and the primary aim of the comparison test which will
be illustrated in the following. A reference source B&K mod. 4204 was used
to create a broad band noise and sound power was measured at the same
time with both a standard p-p B&K half-inch probe and a Microﬂown PU
Match one. Measurements were taken in two very diﬀerent environments, a
large reverberant shed of about 104 m3 at the Imamoter Institute of Italian
National Research Council and the big anechoic chamber at the Engineering
Department of Ferrara University, whose volume is approximately 800 m3,
in order to test how instruments reacted to a considerable variation of ﬁeld
properties. The experimental procedure required some preliminary correc-
tion, as it will be explained, and results showed a good, though not perfect
agreement between detected power levels.
4.1.1 Measurement procedure
For every radiative stationary phenomenon, power of an emitting source is
equal to the energy ﬂow, given by the integration of intensity, energy per
unit of time and area, over a closed surface containing the source under
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Figure 4.1.1: Most used surfaces for sound power measurements
investigation:
Pw =
ˆ
S
I · nˆdS (4.1.1)
where nˆ is the vector normal to the surface element dS. Although in parti-
cular environments sound power can be esteemed from pressure signal alone,
like in a free ﬁeld or a totally reverberant one, this kind of procedure is
much more robust, it can be performed nearly in every environment and is
not aﬀected by background noise or by presence of other sources.
Demonstration is quite straightforward: in stationary conditions, energy
conservation principle states that variation of energy within a certain volume
over time must be equal to its net ﬂow over the whole surface enclosing the
volume itself. Usually, several sound sources are present in the environment,
both inside and outside the considered volume, and of course the component
of intensity perpendicular to the surface element In = I · nˆ is the eﬀect
of all of them, but nevertheless it can be demonstated  under practical
assumptions  that contributions of external sources to the total power of
the monitored one can be neglected.
The choice of the shape of the surface is totally arbitrary, since nothing
of what was written above depends on it, as long as the surface is closed:
therefore, in sound power measurements very simple forms are typically used,
easy to achieve and to manage, such as cubes, spheres or cylinders. In most
of the cases, however, the source which has to be studied is either very
hard to move from its location or ﬁrmly attached to the ground, making
the deﬁnition of a surface totally enclosing it impossible in practise. In
such a situation however, if the sound source lies on a rigid ﬂoor, simple
considerations allow to provide a good measure of sound power even if surface
is not closed: since materials such as concrete or similar ones are very hard
and reﬂective from an acoustical point of view, then their approximation to
a perfect reﬂecting surface, not absorbing any fraction of the sound energy
emitted by the source is then very close to reality. It follows, that if no
energy leaves the volume through ground surface integration over this part
can be avoided, limiting this operation over the remaining faces. This is the
main reason why international standards of power measurement [45] indicate
cubes, half-spheres and half-cylinders as possible and preferable choices, as
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given in ﬁgure 4.1.1.
In the experiment here described a cubic surface was chosen, mainly be-
cause it is the simplest shape to experimentally build and manage: versor nˆ
has in fact only ﬁve diﬀerent directions, one for each face excluded the one
coincident with the ground, allowing thus to greatly simplify the positio-
ning of the probes during intensity measurements, since not many changes
of orientation are required. As equation (4.1.1) points out, only component
of intensity orthogonal to the local element of surface contributes to deter-
mine overall sound power, and therefore an accurate determination of this
direction makes possible the use of axial probes oriented parallel to versor nˆ
instead of 3-D ones randomly positioned.
Experimental measurements require a discretization or an approximation
of eq. (4.1.1), usually achieved in two diﬀerent ways [45, 1].
1. Mean intensity estimation over part or the whole surface: sound power
contribution of each face is given by P iw = I¯
i
n ·Si. In case of cubic sur-
face, I¯in is measured for each face sweeping the region with a constant
motion in order to get with the same weight each spatial contribution.
Total sound power is then given by
PW =
5∑
i=0
I¯inS
i
.
2. Discretisation of surface is into subdomains. At the centre of each
subdomain sound intensity is measured and, as in the other mothod
total sound power is given by sum of all contributions:
PW =
∑
faces
∑
points
Iin∆S
i
. This procedure is usually more accurate and oﬀer a better repeata-
bility, thus was chosen for measurements here presented.
4.1.2 Experimental setup
To increase the variability of measurement conditions, two very diﬀerent
environments were chosen. The large shed of Ferrara Imamoter institute of
National Research Council (V ' 104 m3), containing various laboratories and
experiments, provided a non-controllable acoustic situation: in fact, a lot of
reﬂective and vibrating surfaces were distributed all around the environment,
also in the nearby of the source and the measuring surface, as shown in ﬁgure
4.1.2; moreover, the background noise during the measurements was quite
loud, say about 60-65 dB.
On the other hand, the big anechoic chamber at Ferrara University is
a certiﬁed structure (Figs. 4.1.3-4.1.2), whose properties are available in
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Figure 4.1.2: Noisy environment: an industrial shed (particular of the expe-
rimental setup)
literature [46]. In particular, results here presented were obtained in semi-
anechoic conﬁguration (V ' 800 m3): in such situation, background noise
is assured to be less than 20 dBA down to 50 Hz. An estimation of the
background pressure noise with p-u probe pressure sensor conﬁrmed it, as
shown in ﬁgure 4.1.5.
Integration surface was deﬁned as a 1.00 ± 0.01 m side cube and each
face was divided into nine squares of side about 0.33 m each in both the
environments. As a convention, each face was labelled with capital letters
from A to E, where E represents the one parallel to the ground and the sixth,
coincident to the ﬂoor, was omitted for the reasons explained above.
P-p probe and p-u probe were mounted together so that their acoustic
centres were as close as possible (about 0.5 cm), as shown in ﬁgure 4.1.6; each
record was 15 s long. P-p analysis chain, a B&K. half-inch p-p probe driven
by B&K Pulse, provided pressure, intensity and power levels in third-octave
bands from 125 Hz to 6300 Hz. P-u system involved a Microﬂown PU match
probe with its signal conditioner, a MOTU 896 Hd I/O interface and Matlab
routines for data analysis. Thanks to its adaptability, this latter system
allowed a variety of diﬀerent results, but, since the aim of the experiment
was to compare the two instruments, same data of the ﬁrst system were
calculated. Before the beginning of each measurement session, calibration of
p-p probe was validated with the help of a 250 Hz calibrator.
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Figure 4.1.3: Anechoic room at Engineering Department, University of Fer-
rara.
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Figure 4.1.4: View of experimental apparatus.
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Figure 4.1.5: Background noise in anechoic chamber measured with p-u
probe. Raw and A-weighted levels in third octave bands.
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Figure 4.1.6: Detail of p-p and p-u probes.
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4.1.3 Absolute calibration and pressure measurements
A preliminary but necessary step of the analysis of the experimental results
is the comparison of the pressure levels measured with p-p and p-u probes:
this step provides in fact the possibility to correct the sensitivity of p-u
pressure sensor with respect of a more reliable and precise one, given by p-p
probe itself. Among the measurement points deﬁned on the surface, only
the one at the centre of each face was considered, for a total of 5 in each
environment, and values found were slightly diﬀerent from the one obtained
in the calibration environment (plane wave guide): since reference pressure
microphone used in chapter 3 was never sent to the producing company to be
re-calibrated, as was done for the p-p probe elements, this method was proved
useful to obtain a sensitivity more in line with the other instrument: Sp =
0.047 V/Pa. Similarly, a new equalisation curve for pressure was calculated,
by comparison with signal measured by p-p probe in the most controlled
environment, i.e. the anechoic chamber, and then used for pressure sensor
absolute calibration. The velocity sensor sensitivity and corner frequency
(for magnitude only, since phase was left unvaried) were ﬁnally just scaled
relatively to the newly calibrated pressure, as explained in section 3.4.2.
Once the p-u pressure sensor was calibrated and equalised with respect to
the p-p one, a comparison between pressure levels could be performed: results
for the diﬀerent environments are given in tables 4.1 and 4.2, while level
diﬀerences before and after pressure equalisation are reported in graphics
4.1.7. An obvious agreement for most measurement points in the anechoic
chamber is found, as expected, since absolute calibration was carried out
in that very environment, but it does not occur in the shed: p-u probe in
fact gives an overall higher level of about 1 dB, which tends to increase of
another dB over 3150 Hz. This fact suggests that pressure sensors of the two
instruments react in a diﬀerent way to a change of sound ﬁeld conditions:
if response of p-p probe for pressure measurements is reasonably assumed
as a reference, this evidence leads to the conclusion that a more performing
pressure sensor should be implemented in p-u probes, if precise measurements
are required.
Another issue regarded results of measurements on the face parallel to
the ground, E, which showed quite a diﬀerent behaviour in the anechoic
chamber with respect to the other measurement points: this is surely not
caused by defects in calibration or sensitivity, because levels from other faces
are more uniform, nor apparently from source itself or the particular choice of
measurement points, because this deviation does not appear in the recordings
taken in the Imamoter shed. No straightforward explanation was found, but
hypothesis involved either a probable non-perfect mount or possible electrical
problems, such as cable disposition or electric mass diﬀerence, a factor which
the p-u probe used in this experiment was found very sensitive to. On the
contrary, any acoustic cause can be discarded, at least in the low frequencies:
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Table 4.1: Values of Lp measured with p-u (black) and p-p (red) probes
inside the IMAMOTER shed
A B C D E
Overall 86.8 - 85.7 87.0 - 85.6 87.1 - 85.8 87.0 - 85.9 83.2 - 82.3
125 Hz 71.2 - 70.0 72.1 - 71.0 72.6 - 71.5 72.7 - 71.8 63.1 - 62.3
160 Hz 71.5 - 70.5 72.0 - 70.9 72.2 - 71.3 72.0 - 70.9 64.1 - 63.2
200 Hz 72.6 - 71.0 72.1 - 71.1 72.6 - 71.6 72.0 - 71.1 65.1 - 64.1
250 Hz 71.8 - 71.0 71.7 - 70.7 72.0 - 70.9 72.1 - 71.5 67.1 - 68.5
315 Hz 71.8 - 70.8 71.7 - 70.7 71.6 - 70.6 71.7 - 70.9 69.4 - 68.5
400 Hz 70.3 - 69.2 70.4 - 69.1 70.8 - 69.8 70.7 - 69.7 67.4 - 66.3
500 Hz 69.6 - 68.8 69.6 - 68.4 69.7 - 68.6 69.9 - 69.0 67.8 - 66.9
630 Hz 70.9 - 70.2 70.7 - 69.6 71.3 - 70.2 71.1 - 70.2 71.1 - 70.3
800 Hz 74.9 - 74.1 74.9 - 73.9 75.1 - 74.0 74.9 - 74.0 74.3 - 73.6
1000 Hz 77.2 - 76.3 77.4 - 76.3 77.7 - 76.7 77.4 - 76.7 72.5 - 71.6
1250 Hz 78.1 - 77.2 78.3 - 77.1 78.1 - 77.2 78.1 - 77.1 76.5 - 75.7
1600 Hz 75.2 - 74.3 75.5 - 74.4 75.8 - 74.6 75.5 - 74.6 74.1 - 73.4
2000 Hz 77.3 - 76.3 77.4 - 76.2 77.4 - 76.1 77.3 - 76.3 71.6 - 70.6
2500 Hz 75.5 - 74.2 75.9 - 74.3 75.8 - 74.2 75.7 - 74.5 70.9 - 69.9
3150 Hz 74.7 - 73.3 75.2 - 73.4 75.1 - 73.3 75.0 - 73.6 68.0 - 66.4
4000Hz 74.9 - 73.2 75.3 - 73.1 75.4 - 73.2 75.2 - 73.6 68.1 - 66.4
5000 Hz 73.6 - 71.5 74.2 - 71.5 74.1 - 71.7 74.0 - 72.0 67.0 - 64.9
6300 Hz 71.5 - 69.3 72.0 - 69.2 71.6 - 69.2 71.6 - 69.4 64.1 - 61.7
it is true that, however near, the two sensors had been actually placed in
two distinct spatial points, but this deviation is present and almost constant
up to 2000 Hz: possible anisotropies in the acoustic ﬁeld are more likely
to occur at higher frequencies, but simple dimensional considerations make
them totally negligible. At 6300 Hz, the higher frequency considered, the
corresponding wavelength is 5.4 cm, ten times the distance between p-u probe
and p-p probe, about 0.5 cm, so it cannot be excluded from having a role in
the level diﬀerence.
4.1.4 Intensity maps
Before sound power was calculated, intensity component orthogonal to in-
tegration surface is examined to check at what measurement point and for
which frequency band diﬀerent probes showed distinct behaviours or if any
systematic error is present, as for example pressure levels in the shed might
suggest (Fig. 4.1.7). A comparison similar to the one given for pressure level
shown in tables 4.1 and 4.2 pointed out an overall agreement of the results,
except for certain measurement points at low frequencies. In most patholo-
gical cases, measured normal intensity components even have opposite sign.
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Table 4.2: Values of Lp measured with p-u (black) and p-p (red) probes
inside the Ferrara anechoic chamber
A B C D E
Overall 85.4 - 85.4 85.4 - 85.2 85.5 - 85.3 85.4 - 85.3 81.0 - 81.5
125 Hz 71.1 - 71.1 71.5 - 71.5 71.2 - 71.2 71.1 - 71.1 61.2 - 62.1
160 Hz 70.5 - 70.5 70.8 - 70.7 71.0 - 70.7 70.3 - 70.4 61.6 - 62.4
200 Hz 70.9 - 70.9 71.2 - 71.0 71.2 - 71.0 70.8 - 70.7 62.4 - 63.0
250 Hz 70.8 - 70.8 70.6 - 70.5 70.9 - 70.7 70.6 - 70.6 64.2 - 64.7
315 Hz 70.2 - 70.2 70.0 - 69.8 70.4 - 70.4 70.3 - 70.4 67.2 - 67.5
400 Hz 68.9 - 68.9 69.0 - 68.8 69.5 - 69.2 68.9 - 68.8 64.8 - 65.2
500 Hz 68.3 - 68.3 68.3 - 68.0 68.6 - 68.3 68.3 - 68.2 65.6 - 66.0
630 Hz 69.7 - 69.8 69.6 - 69.5 69.9 - 69.6 69.7 - 69.7 68.6 - 69.1
800 Hz 73.8 - 73.8 73.6 - 73.3 73.9 - 73.5 73.8 - 73.7 72.4 - 73.1
1000 Hz 76.2 - 76.2 76.2 - 76.0 76.4 - 76.2 76.1 - 76.0 70.4 - 70.8
1250 Hz 76.7 - 76.7 76.5 - 76.3 76.6 - 76.4 76.5 - 76.4 74.5 - 75.1
1600 Hz 74.3 - 74.2 74.1 - 73.9 74.2 - 74.0 74.1 - 74.0 72.3 - 73.0
2000 Hz 76.2 - 76.2 76.0 - 75.8 76.2 - 75.9 76.2 - 76.1 69.1 - 69.5
2500 Hz 73.7 - 73.7 73.8 - 73.6 73.8 - 73.5 73.8 - 73.7 68.4 - 68.7
3150 Hz 72.8 - 72.8 72.8 - 72.6 72.9 - 72.7 72.9 - 72.9 64.5 - 64.5
4000Hz 72.9 - 72.9 73.0 - 72.7 73.1 - 72.9 73.1 - 73.1 65.2 - 65.3
5000 Hz 71.4 - 71.4 71.4 - 71.2 71.5 - 71.4 71.5 - 71.5 63.9 - 63.8
6300 Hz 69.2 - 69.2 69.0 - 68.7 69.0 - 68.9 69.0 - 69.0 60.2 - 60.0
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Figure 4.1.7: Diﬀerences between pressure levels measured at the centre of
each face of the cubic surface with the p-u and p-p probes and eﬀect of pres-
sure equalisation. Left: p-u microphone equalised. Right: p-u, microphone
not equalised. Top: Imamoter shed. Bottom: Anechoic chamber
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Figure 4.1.8: Intensity maps measured in the Imamoter shed with p-p (upper
faces) and p-u (lower faces) probes; 125 Hz third-octave frequency band.
Because of the data volume, results are graphically rendered with intensity
maps of cubic surface faces. Not all bands are here reported, but only those
showing remarkable results, either good or bad.
In the reverberant environment, low frequency intensity maps show both
outwards and inwards normal intensities, although placed at diﬀerent points
depending on the probe considered, as reported in ﬁgures 4.1.8. Then, while
for p-u probes normal intensity is entirely directed outwards from 250 Hz
up, this is not the case for p-p probe, which still at 630 Hz has an innwards
intensity component measured in the face E (Fig. 4.1.9). From 1000 Hz, both
instruments measure more similar levels (Fig. 4.1.10), even if the tendency
of an overestimation of p-u probe over the p-p one at higher frequencies,
noticed for pressure sensor, occurs here for intensity as well (Figs. 4.1.4).
In the anechoic chamber, measured results have almost the same features,
yet more uniform, with quite diﬀerent results over the bands from 125 to 250
Hz and more similar in the other ones. Intensity map are here reported for
125 Hz (Fig. 4.1.12), 1250 Hz (4.1.13) and 6300 Hz (Fig. 4.1.14) bands.
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Figure 4.1.9: Intensity maps measured in the Imamoter shed with p-p (upper
faces) and p-u (lower faces) probes; 630 Hz third-octave frequency band.
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Figure 4.1.10: Intensity maps measured in the Imamoter shed with p-p (up-
per faces) and p-u (lower faces) probes; 1250 Hz third-octave frequency band.
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Figure 4.1.11: Intensity maps measured in the Imamoter shed with p-p (up-
per faces) and p-u (lower faces) probes; 6300 Hz third-octave frequency band.
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Figure 4.1.12: Intensity maps measured in the Imamoter shed with p-p (up-
per faces) and p-u (lower faces) probes; 125 Hz third-octave frequency band.
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Figure 4.1.13: Intensity maps measured in the Imamoter shed with p-p (up-
per faces) and p-u (lower faces) probes; 1250 Hz third-octave frequency band.
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Figure 4.1.14: Intensity maps measured in the Imamoter shed with p-p (up-
per faces) and p-u (lower faces) probes; 6300 Hz third-octave frequency band.
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4.1.5 Sound power measurements
Finally, total power emitted by source and its third octave band spectral
components are obtained from intensity measurements and compared in both
situations. As predicted by theory, results are almost independent from the
environment for both p-p and p-u probes, a fact that can be interpreted as a
conﬁrmation of a correct experimental process. Total power levels are given
in table 4.1.5 and show a good agreement, although in both cases p-u probe
presents an underestimation of 1 dB, perhaps hint of a systematic error.
Table 4.3: Total sound power levels measured with the two probes in dB
relative to 10−12 W
Imamoter shed Anechoic Chamber
LW p-u 89.3 89.5
LW p-p 90.3 90.4
From results in ﬁgure 4.1.15, reporting third octave band spectra, a fairly
good agreement between what was obtained by the two instruments still can
be seen, but the diﬀerence between measured levels tend to increase. In
particular, both environments show a common behaviour: for p-u probe
there seems to be an overestimation of about 2 dB at low frequencies and
about 1 dB at high ones, an aspect already reported in literature [47], while
for the middle ones quite the opposite happens, being levels from p-p probe
from 1 to 2 dB higher. On the other hand, the 1dB level shift between
anechoic chamber and big shed measured levels, found for pressure up to
2000 Hz, does not seem to aﬀect sound power in any perceivable way, since
in the two environments levels are almost the same in all the considered
frequency range.
To check whether these diﬀerences were caused by the modiﬁed calibra-
tion ﬁlters, instead of the ones obtained by comparison with p-p probe, pres-
sure equalization curve and sensitivities calculated in the original calibration
environment, described in section 3.3, were applied to signals recorded in the
anechoic chamber. Power levels for p-u probes were then recalculated: as
ﬁgure 4.1.5 illustrates, it is clear that levels increase nearly in all the bands,
which is good for the ones between 300 and 3000 Hz, but it is deﬁnitely not
for the other ones. Moreover, from the plot it turns out that the biggest
eﬀect, quantitatively a rise around 1-2 dBs, occurs for those bands which
already show a power level higher that the one given by p-p reference probe.
This would lead to a maximum diﬀerence of over 3 dB for third octave band
levels, too high to be accepted. Therefore, it can be concluded that, in order
to compare the behaviour of two totally diﬀerent instruments such as p-p
and p-u probes, it is absolutely necessary a preliminary check and a possible
calibration of p-u pressure sensor over p-p one (which can be interpreted as
the mean between the two pressure microphones) has to be performed, if
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one wants to avoid diﬀerences only due to an external, not always coincident
reference level.
4.1.6 Determination of uncertainties
As found in the previous subsection, in both measuring environments sound
power levels seem to show a systematic error of p-u probes estimated around
1 dB for the overall result. Diﬀerent causes may concur to give this eﬀect:
calibration uncertainty gives an error of 0.5 dB for pressure signal and about
0.5 dB for velocity one, which together with the uncertainty for surface
measurements give a conﬁdence level in sound power measurements of 1.1 dB.
The result is good for total levels in table 4.1.5, since sound power measured
for p-p probe lies in the conﬁdence interval in both cases implying that results
are consistent, but it does not fully explain the 2 dB gap in power level of
certain bands. Other comparisons between such instruments presented in
literature showed that p-p and p-u uncertainties are due to substantially
diﬀerent principles and can be more or less important depending on various
factors.
In particular, sound ﬁeld itself plays an important role: in fact, in case of
p-u probes even small phase errors may sometimes lead to critically wrong
measurements, or on the contrary big uncertainties can be totally negligible,
depending on the ratio between radiating and oscillating intensity. Basically,
it can be synthesised as follows: a phase error between pressure and velocity
φe propagates to intensity measurements in the following way:
Im = < (Spmum) = <
(
PUe−iφe
)
= <
[
(I + iQ) eiφe
]
= < [(I + iQ) (cosφe − i sinφe)] = I cosφe +Q sinφe
' I +Qφe
where I and Q are true active and reactive intensities, Im is the measured
active intensity and last expression is valid only for small φe. So, not only
error φe but also reactivity of the sound ﬁeld Q/I is a critical term to es-
teem uncertainty of intensity measurements  and consequently sound power
measurements  for p-u probes. Other studies reported [47] that reactivity
is an issue only either at lower frequencies, under 100 Hz, or if the measure-
ments are taken very near the source, which is not the case. Nevertheless,
reactivity estimation Im/Qm was calculates for both environments and results
conﬁrmed that ﬁeld is mainly radiative, as shown in ﬁgure 4.1.17. Possible
errors due to any residual phase mismatch between pressure and velocity
transducers are then discarded.
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Figure 4.1.15: Power levels measured in third-octave bands with p-p and
p-u probes in a reverberant industrial shed (Imamoter) and in the Ferrara
Anechoic Chamber. Bar plots: power levels in dB relative to 10−12 W. Lower
plots: diﬀerence between p-u and p-p detected levels.
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Figure 4.1.16: Power level detected by p-u probe: comparison between levels
using diﬀerent equalization curves for pressure sensor. Cyan: equalization
calculated on anechoic chamber by comparison with p-p probe pressure level;
red: equalization obtained in LARIX wave guide by comparison with a 1/4′′
B&K microphone type 4929.
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Figure 4.1.17: Ratio of reactive to active intensity in the large shed (left)
and in the anechoic chamber (right)
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4.2 Sound wave conductance measurements
As explained in section 1.3, acoustic conductance and acoustic susceptance
are functions limited in the [0, ρ0c] range which describe the average be-
haviour of energy. These quantities are very useful for a big variety of pos-
sible applications, the most of which still have to be studied. Just two cases
will be here presented: the energetic analysis of sound within a tube and the
measurement of energy absorbance of the human ear canal.
It was shown that sound wave conductance and parameter η, which de-
scribes the average velocity at which energy radiates along its trajectory,
are closely related (see Eq. (1.3.18)), and similarly were susceptance B and
indicator µ, deﬁned by equation (1.3.20). Along with it, other quantities
given by potential-kinetic energy equipartition index |σ¯| and power factor
ξ will be studied in diﬀerent one-dimensional environments, simulated by a
wave guide ended with diﬀerent terminations.
The second case study regards the measurement of sound conductance
at the entrance of the external auditory meatus. Measurements of energetic
properties of the human ear, in particular impedance of outer ear and ear
canal, are critical to diagnose those pathologies of hearing related to me-
chanical deﬁciencies. At present, most widely used technique calculates ear
impedance by measuring pressure level inside the ear canal in a very indirect
way, using probes which couple several known volumes to the ear and some
reference loads [48]. This has however a lot of drawbacks: measurements are
quite complicate and time-consuming, at least compared to what it is here
presented, quite a lot of post processing is involved and the method may
become quite disturbing for subjects such as infants, since a thin tube has to
be inserted in the ear canal. Procedure here proposed consists in the mea-
surements of acoustic conductance and related quantities using an axial p-u
probe. Test was taken for a dummy head ﬁrst, then for human ear, whose
preliminary results are here reported.
4.2.1 Study of spectral and spatial properties of a one di-
mensional ﬁeld
Experimental apparatus and measurements
In order to simulate 1-D environments, a square section Plexiglas® tube
was used as a wave guide, whose length is 4 m and transverse dimensions
0.28 m: from geometric considerations it is easy to estimate the upper limit
of the frequency range, if transverse modes have to be avoided.
fmax ' c
2L
' 610 Hz
Excitation was thus limited in the range[85, 580 ] Hz: it was chosen so that
lower bound allowed at least one wavelength inside the tube, while the upper
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bound was within the cut-oﬀ frequency. Impulse responses were measured
with a logarithmic sweep sine starting from a distance from the source of
90 cm up to 370 cm every 20 cm, for a total of 15 measurement points. The
sound source was a Monacor Carpower subwoofer of diameter 25 cm, chosen
so that diaphragm could match as well as possible the tube section (ﬁgure
4.2.1).
Figure 4.2.1: One dimensional wave guide
Three diﬀerent environments were simulated, trying to achieve diﬀerent
levels of progressivity (i.e. acoustic conductance) by changing the properties
of the free termination:
1. guide was closed by absorbant material (foam rubber);
2. guide was closed by reﬂective panel (plasterboard);
3. guide was left open.
For each environment, diﬀerent measurements were done: a sweep which
covered the whole frequency range, sweeps for each third octave band which
fell within the range, a pure tone of frequency equal to the center of each
band. Sweep duration was set to 5 s, a compromise solution which guaran-
teed enough energy to have impulse responses calculated with a suﬃciently
good signal to noise ratio in all the environments, and kept the time required
for a whole complete session reasonable, usually about a day. Intensity probe
was switched to diﬀerent points with a mobile mount in the guide. In ﬁrst set
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Table 4.4: Third-octave band measurement criterion
Center Frequency (Hz) ∆x(cm)
100 80
125 60
160 40
200 40
250 20
315 20
400 20
500 20
of measurements the environment was excited with sine sweep over the whole
considered band and for each third-octave band from 100 to 500 Hz: in or-
der to contain measurements to the strictly needed ones, not all third bands
responses were calculated for each position, but two every half-wavelength.
Table 4.2.1 summarizes the criterion. In second set of measurements, excita-
tion signal were instead pure tones at third-octave bands center frequencies
within [85, 580] Hz, given by ﬁrst column of table4.2.1 as well.
Error in the probe position can be estimated in ±1 cm, which corresponds
about to 1/60th of wavelength at the upper frequency limit: uncertainties of
sound wave conductance and susceptance due to it can therefore be ignored.
Full band measurements and third octave ones were then compared in
order to verify the robustness of the procedure. It was demonstrated in
subsection 2.2 that
η(x) =
2z0
∣∣∣´ f1f0 < (Gpu(x, f)) df ∣∣∣´ f1
f0
[
Gpp(x, f) + z20Guu(x, f)
]
df
whereGpu, Gpp, Guu are one-sided pressure-velocity cross power spectral den-
sity and autopower spectral densities, z0 speciﬁc air impedance and the ex-
pression was written for 1-D case. It was expected that value of η obtained
by exciting the environment in a given band to be equal to the one obtained
from a full band measure, performed in the same conditions, limiting how-
ever the integration range to that particular band. Conﬁrmation of this
statement is evident from ﬁgure 4.2.2, given for the 250 Hz frequency band.
Pulling this hypothesis to its limit, a possible interpretation could be
given to what will be called ηˇ(f, x), the ratio
ηˇ(f, x) =
2z0< (Gpu(x, f))
Gpp(x, f) + z20Guu(x, f)
.
as representing the components of normalized conductance η with respect to
f , or in other words the value conductance would have had if a monochro-
matic ﬁeld of that particular frequency had been used. However, although
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Figure 4.2.2: Comparison between values of η obtained exciting the environ-
ments in the 250 Hz frequency third octave band (blue bars) and the ones
given by entire band excitation but integrated only in the same band.
still quite good, the agreement between broad band functions and experimen-
tal values obtained exciting the environments with pure tones do not coincide
in every case, but on the contrary a few are very diﬀerent (Fig. 4.2.3). What
was thought above then seems to be aﬀected by the integration bandwidth:
the wider it is, the better results match. Actually ηˇ(x, f) has a more subtle
interpretation, representing every single frequency contribution to the total
value η(x), which, it is worth to stress, is the only parameter having a real
physical meaning: negative components will give a negative contribution to
the average value and vice versa.
Focusing then the attention on the point nearest to the end of the guide,
the whole set of energetic parameters were calculated (normalised conduc-
tance and susceptance), both in Cartesian coordinates (η, µ) and in polar
ones (|σ¯| , ξ = cos ∆φ ), along with relative frequency distributions, all of
which are shown in ﬁgures 4.2.1 and 4.2.5 respectively.
Finally, spatial properties of normalized conductance were studied, using
the deﬁnition of η-path integral given by equation (1.3.19) in its discretized
approximation:
◦
η(xi) =
∑i
j=0 η(xj)∆x
xi − x0
where ∆x is in this case a constant (20 cm), x0 is the ﬁrst measurement point
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Figure 4.2.3: Comparison of ηˇ(x, f) spectra (black lines) with respect to
monochromatic results (red dots) for x = 170, 270, 370 cm (source position
taken as origin). Plots show the relation with respect to frequency for dif-
ferent positions (rows) and diﬀerent environments (columns).
(90 cm) and the line integral at the denominator is reduced to a simple diﬀer-
ence thanks to straight energy trajectories. These results are shown in ﬁgure
4.2.6. Comparing how normalized conductance path integral
◦
η approaches
its mean value, some considerations about energetic properties of the diﬀer-
ent environments can be done. First one is almost trivial: conductance path
integral is always much higher for absorbant termination than reﬂective or
open ones, a consideration which would have been impossible to do if only
local values near the terminations had been considered. Open termination
conductance in fact, usually being of the magnitude of highly reﬂective envi-
ronment, abruptly increases near the end of the tube up to values comparable
with the ones obtained with foam rubber, a sign of local radiant behaviour.
This trend is conserved also in the value of
◦
η, but it appears severely limited
by the weight of all preceding values: what turns out from study of path
integral is that, for example, energy mainly oscillates when the tube is open
but tend to be radiated outside towards the end. Same considerations can
be made for other two environments, although their behaviour is much more
regular, a property which is reﬂected in a path integral mainly constant.
Veryinteresting is also the last point of function
◦
η, which represents the
spatial and time average of normalized sound conductance: in the more
radiative environment spatial average characteristic are well described by η
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Figure 4.2.4: ηˇ(f) (left column) and µˇ(f) (right column) along with their
time average values for the measurement point nearest to guide end (370 cm)
for diﬀerent terminations. Overall level are in evidence.
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Figure 4.2.5: σˇ(f) and ξˇ(f) functions for the measurement point nearest to
guide end (370 cm) for diﬀerent terminations. Overall level are in evidence.
calculated in the last point, as it coincides with
◦
η, while this is not the case
for the other two environment. This seems to conﬁrm again the more uniform
behaviour of propagated sound energy of radiative environments rather than
reverberant ones also in a simple case such as a 1-D ﬁeld.
4.2.2 Sound wave conductance at the entrance of human ear
canal
The pilot study of ear canal acoustic conductance involved three subjects,
of diﬀerent age and hearing conditions: a 28 year old male and a 56 year old
male, both of normal hearing, and a 77 year old male with bilateral otoscle-
rosis. They underwent to sound conductance measurements, performed by
exciting the room where the experiment took place with a broad band signal
and recording pressure and velocity on-axis component at the beginning of
external auditory meatus with a p-u probe. The test was repeated several
times for both ears of each subject.
During the measure, people were sat on a stool at a distance of about 1
m from the source, a couple of good performing desktop loudspeakers (Bose
Companion 2.0) which assured a good excitation over the whole bandwidth
studied, with the studied ear facing directly the source (ipsilateral measu-
rement). Using a sine sweep stimulus in the range [20, 9000] Hz, sound
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Figure 4.2.6: Comparison between values of η(xi) and path-integral ones◦
η(xi). Starting point x0 is here 90 cm.
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Figure 4.2.7: p-u probe placed for ear conductance measurements (left);
detail of the p-u probe (right).
probe working bandwidth (see subsection 3.3.3), pressure and velocity im-
pulse responses at right and left ear canal entrances of each person were
measured using the Microﬂown PU match probe calibrated with the me-
thod illustrated in chapter 3 and placed at the entrance of the ear canal, as
shown in ﬁgure 4.2.7. Obtained results for the conductance ηˇ(f), deﬁned in
expression (2.2.3), are reported in ﬁgure 4.2.8 and compared with the ove-
rall (stationary time-averaged) value calculated as equation (2.2.3) states.
Although a single set of measurements is here reported, it is necessary to
stress that procedure was repeated several times for each subject, leading
to almost identical results. Normalized conductance for both ears show
how pathological behaviour of last subject's ears appear absolutely evident
in conductance plots: in particular, peak around 3000 Hz partially (left) or
almost completely (right) vanishes.
A peak of conductance around 3000 Hz is consistent with literature re-
sults and it is usually interpreted as the resonance of ear volume in the canal,
which acts as a resonator: what turns out is that ﬁeld is mainly radiative
around that frequency, which means that a bigger fraction of energy propa-
gates along the trajectory which goes in the canal. This fact is in line with
the human hearing sensitivity curves, which usually have a maximum about
at this frequency.
An experimental check of what stated above was tried: doing an analog
measurement with an artiﬁcial dummy head having an ear canal roughly of
the same volume magnitude of an average human one and a latex membrane
in place of the eardrum. Conductance actually showed peak at almost the
same frequency as the human subjects' ones (Fig. 4.2.9), even if obvious
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Figure 4.2.8: ηˇ(f) function and conductance η comparison with repsect to
age and hearing condition.
diﬀerences occur in the overall frequency spectrum. This was taken as a
conﬁrmation of the hypothesis.
Same measure was then carried out involving more subjects, to test re-
liability of the experimental apparatus and a ﬁrst estimation of variability
of this parameter, depending for example on the way the probe was placed
near the meatus: in particular, four students of age around 20, none of whose
suﬀering of any hearing pathology, agreed to take a preliminary test. At a
distance of about 3 m from the source, they sat so that the monitored ear
directly faced the source. Although the signal suﬀered a poor ratio, results
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Figure 4.2.9: ηˇ(f) measured for a dummy head
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Figure 4.2.10: Conductance spectra ηˇ(f) for four diﬀerent subjects (age∼ 20,
no pathologies).
showed a signiﬁcant agreement with the studied subjects, as shown in ﬁgure
4.2.10: to make the curves more understandable, conductance spectra were
cleaned with a moving average ﬁlter. Conductance peak was quite uniform
in most of subjects.
In order to verify to what extent the position of sound source with respect
of the monitored ear aﬀected the measure of ear conductance, the target was
rotated in the room and signals were recorded for diﬀerent angles. Graphics
in ﬁgure 4.2.11 show conductance obtained for a subject, placed so that
monitored ear was on axis with the source itself, then rotated respectively
90°, 180°, 270°. It is clear that very little inﬂuence comes from the direction of
sound, at least up to 5 kHz, apart for a more disturbed curve due to to a worse
signal to noise ratio. For higher frequency instead, as expected, directionality
becomes important and conductance shows a net decrease for measurements
made for orientations diﬀerent from on-axis conﬁguration, mainly due to a
poor incoming energy in this range.
Sound energy absorbance
A useful indicator which allows an almost direct comparison with similar
results in literature is called energy absorbance, in agreement with Keefe [49]
and can be deﬁned as:
EA(f) = 1=ER(f) =: 1=
√
1− ηˇ(f)
1 + ηˇ(f)
(4.2.1)
EA(f) represents, for any given frequency f , the fraction of incident energy
in the ear canal that is not reﬂected at the tympanum membrane. This sta-
tement can be easily proved for simpliﬁed 1-D monochromatic plane wave
ﬁeld models of the ear-canal acoustics, where ER is just related to the am-
plitude of the reﬂected wave (see Appendix (A)). For this reason plots of
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Figure 4.2.11: Dependence of ηˇ(f) from angle between sound source and ear
canal. All measurements are from a single subject
EA(f) reported for the three tested cases in ﬁgure 4.2.12, left column, can be
safely compared with the statistical pattern of the energy absorbance shown
in literature with completely diﬀerent methods [49, 50]. Again, a great dif-
ference occurs between normal hearing subjects and the the one suﬀering
otosclerosis, in particular around 2-4 kHz. The deﬁnition of EA(f), as given
by equation 4.2.1, is the proper extension of the ear canal energy absorp-
tion concept to general sound ﬁelds of whatsoever geometry and spectral
composition.
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Figure 4.2.12: Frequency distributions of energy absorbances EA(f) measu-
red at the ear-canal entrances of the three people under test.
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Conclusions
The main research topic presented in this work regarded the study, both
theoretical and experimental, of a new method for anemometric p-u probes
calibration. The obtained results have been here detailed and organized in
a complete presentation, enriched with the essential characterization of the
calibration facility, which is an original outcome of the thesis work. Moreover,
the calibration precision and uncertainties analysis of experimental results
has been performed and consistently compared with the ones reported in
literature.
The approach here exposed has some advantages if compared to the other
p-u calibration mothods, such as the great simplicity of the post-processing
elaboration and a good stability. Another important feature of the here pre-
sented methodology is the possibility to achieve ﬁne calibration curves for the
whole working bandwidth of p-u probes up to 10 kHz with a single measure-
ment. On the other side, of course, the progressive plane wave methodology
here adopted, is not indicated for a quick check of p-u probes before doing
some measurements. The calibration facility is in fact far from portable, but
represents a good accommodation between quality and spent resources: if
good precision is needed the wave guide facility is much more aﬀordable than
a big anechoic chamber, otherwise necessary for ﬁne calibration.
This research can be, and will be, improved: being the ﬁnal aim a stan-
dardisation of p-u probe calibration systems. The next step could be in fact
the direct experimental comparison of the method here proposed with the
ones based on diﬀerent reference ﬁelds, carried out for several probes and
by diﬀerent laboratories (round robin test). The author opinion is that this
way represents the only possibility for this kind of instruments to be proved
reliable enough to be used in the common practise of sound intensimetry.
Safe calibration will also lead to a considerable improvement in applied and
experimental acoustic research in general, and especially in the advancement
of Sound Energetics.
Another important consideration regards the micro dimensions of new
silicon-based acoustic p-u sensors. The single-chip assembling of these probes
make them extremely versatile, allowing advanced measurements in situa-
tions otherwise impossible or extremely diﬃcult to manage. The energetic
characterization of acoustic ﬁeld at the entrance of ear canal represents a
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clear example: very few studies were found in literature regarding this topic,
and none using this kind of acoustic sensors. Results here presented, al-
though still at the preliminary stage due to the few number of tested persons,
lead to very encouraging results. Again, comparison with already consolida-
ted techniques is required to ﬁnd out which one is better, or at least in which
case each one is preferable. This kind of study in the audiometric ﬁeld may
also represent a good benchmark for the p-u probe design itself.
Finally aﬀordable and reliable p-u based acoustic instrumentation will
allow a precise experimental determination of the new acoustical quantities
introduced in this work, such as sound energy conductance and susceptance,
as well as the generalized concept of apparent sound intensity, mutuated from
AC-circuit formalism and here generalized for all kinds of acoustic ﬁelds.
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Appendix A
Relation between sound
conductance and Energy
Reﬂectance (ER):
monochromatic case
Approach and results here reported are taken from Acoustics lecture notes
of prof. G. Schiﬀrer of Department of Physics at the University of Ferrara
[51].
The simplest case to study reﬂection phenomenon is given by monochro-
matic plane wave: an analytic expression can be in fact obtained quite easily,
a relation which can be extended to general ﬁelds under some constraints.
Velocity potential for this ﬁeld is known and given by the superposition
of two waves, one of which travelling in positive direction, i.e. on the same
verse of chosen spatial axis, the other one in the opposite way. Explicit
relation is given by
φ(x, t) = Ac
[
ei(kx−ωt) +Rei(kx+ωt+ϑ)
]
(A.1)
where A is the displacement amplitude, k = ω/c is the wave number, R
is the scaling factor of reﬂected wave and ϑ is its (constant) phase shift.
Diﬀerentiating equation(A.1) one obtains values of instantaneous pressure
and velocity (Eqs. (1.1.10)):
p(x, t) = <
(
Az0 (iω)
[
ei(kx−ωt) −Rei(kx+ωt+ϑ)
])
u(x, t) = <
(
A (iω)
[
ei(kx−ωt) +Rei(kx+ωt+ϑ)
])
Their mean quantities are given by integration over a time period T = 2pi/ω,
which gives
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〈
p2
〉
(x) = (Az0ω)
2 1
T
ˆ T
0
[− sin (kx− ωt) +R sin (kx+ ωt+ ϑ)]2 dt =
= (Az0ω)
2
 1T
ˆ T
0
sin2 (kx− ωt) dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 1
2
+R2
1
T
ˆ T
0
sin2 (kx+ ωt+ ϑ) dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 1
2
−2R 1
T
ˆ T
0
sin (kx− ωt) sin (kx+ ωt+ ϑ) dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 1
2
cos(2kx−ϑ)
 =
= (Az0ω)
2
(
1 +R2
2
−R cos (2kx− ϑ)
)
(A.2)
for squared pressure. Same calculations lead to mean square value of velocity,
here omitted 〈
u2
〉
(x) = (Aω)2
(
1 +R2
2
+R cos (2kx− ϑ)
)
(A.3)
These terms are proportional to kinetic and potential energy densities: ﬁnal
step is the calculation of I = 〈pu〉:
〈pu〉 = (Aω)2 z0
 1T
ˆ T
0
sin2 (kx− ωt) dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 1
2
−R2 1
T
ˆ T
0
sin2 (kx+ ωt+ ϑ) dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 1
2
 =
=
1
2
(Aω)2 z0
(
1−R2) (A.4)
Recalling ﬁnally that ρ0c-normalized conductance η is given by I/W (Eq.
(1.3.15) ), its explicit expression can be obtained from relations (A.2),(A.3),(A.4):
η =
1
2 (Aω)
2 z0
(
1−R2)
c
2
( 〈p2〉
ρ0c2
+ ρ0 〈u2〉
) =
=
1
2 (Aω)
2 z0
(
1−R2)
c
2
1
2 (Aω)
2 ρ0 (1 +R2)
=
=
1−R2
1 +R2
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Last step consists in inverting the relation so that reﬂection coeﬃcient in
term of normalized conductance is obtained:
R =
√
1− η
1 + η
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